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ABSTRACT
Project Report
SEUSSICAL JR.
A Musical by Lynn Ahrens and Stephen Flaherty

Performances held at Barstow Fine Arts Academy
April 27 & 28, 2022
Barstow, California 92311

Direction by
Amanda Will

This project encompasses pre-production research and conceptualization, direction of
Seussical Jr. (including casting and rehearsal of student actors and coordinating
technical elements), post-production reflection, and evaluation. The documentation
includes research and textual analysis of the play, notes on rehearsal and direction, and
post-production critical reflection.
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Project Schedule
July 2021

End of 3rd CWU Summer

December 2021

Complete Section 2

January 2022

Auditions, begin rehearsals

April 27 & 28, 2022

Performances

June 2022

Complete Section 3

July 2022

Oral defense

Rehearsal Schedule
#
1

Date
1/11
1/13

Rehearsal
Auditions
Music: "Oh the Thinks" (ALL), "Oh the
Thinks" (Finale)

2
3

1/18
1/20
1/25

4

1/27

Music: "The People vs. Horton", "Biggest
Blame Fool" & Playoff, "Horton Hears a
Who"

5

2/1

Music: "Here on Who", "How to Raise a
Child", "Alone in the Universe"

6

2/3

7

2/8

Music: "Oh the Thinks (Reprise)", "It's
Possible (1 & 2)", "Alone in the Universe
(Reprise)", "Solla Sollew"
Music: "One Feather Tail", "Amayzing
Mayzie", "Amayzing Gertrude",

8

2/10

Audition Call-Backs
All Cast Read Through

Music: "Monkey Around/Chasing the Whos",
"Horton Sits/ Dilemma/Hunters", "Egg, Nest
and Tree", "Sold"

Cast Required
Everyone
Everyone

Everyone
Everyone

Jungle Animals,
Horton, Gertrude,
Bird Girls,
Monkeys,
Kangaroo, Cat,
Whos, JoJo,
Mayors, Yertle
Whos, Mayors,
Horton, JoJo
Fish, Circus
animals, Mayors,
JoJo, Cat, Horton
Bird Girls, Cat,
Gertrude, Mayzie,
Horton
Horton, Cat,
Kangaroo, Bird
Girls, Monkeys,
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Gertrude, Vlad,
Hunters
9

2/15

Music: "Notice Me Horton", "Gertrude
Espionage", "All for You"
Music: "How Lucky You Are", "Mayzie Palm
Beach", "Amayzing Horton"
"Oh the Thinks (Choreography)", "Oh the
Thinks" Block Scene A
"Horton Hears a Who", "Biggest Blame
Fool", Block Scenes B & C

10

2/17

11

2/22

12

2/24

13

3/1

14

3/3

15

3/8

16

3/10

17
18

3/15
3/17

First Act: Scenes A-L
"Horton Sits", "Egg, Nest and Tree", "Palm
Beach" Block Scenes L, M, N

19

3/22

"Amayzing Horton", "Alone in the Universe",
"Solla Sollew" Block Scenes O, P

22

3/24

"Espionage", "All For You" Block Scenes R
& 1/2 of S

Horton, Gertrude,
Cat, Bird Girls,
JoJo, Mayors

23

3/29

"People vs. Horton" (Choreography), Block
Scenes S & T

Jungle Animals,
Horton, Gertrude,
Bird Girls,
Monkeys,
Kangaroo, Cat,
Whos, JoJo,
Mayors, Yertle

"Here on Who", "How to Raise a Child",
"Alone in the Universe" Block, D, E, G
"It's Possible" (Choreography), Block Scene
F
"One Feather Tail", "Amayzing Mayzie",
"Amayzing Gertrude", Block Scene H
"Monkey Around/Chasing the Whos", "Notice
Me Horton", "How Lucky You Are"
(Choreography) Block Scene I, J, K

Horton, Gertrude,
Cat, Bird Girls
Horton, Mayzie,
Cat
Everyone
Jungle Animals,
Horton, Gertrude,
Bird Girls,
Wickersham,
Kangaroo, Cat
Whos, Mayors,
Horton, JoJo, Cat
Fish, Mayors,
Horton, JoJo, Cat
Bird Girls, Cat,
Gertrude, Mayzie
Horton, Cat,
Kangaroo, Bird
Girls, Monkeys,
Gertrude, Mayzie,
Vlad
Everyone
Horton, Cat,
Kangaroo, Bird
Girls, Monkeys,
Gertrude, Mayzie,
Hunters
Circus animals,
Mayors, JoJo, Cat,
Horton, Mayzie

18

24

3/30

"Alone in the Universe- Reprise", "Oh, the
Thinks- Reprise", Block Scenes U & V

Everyone

Spring
Break
25
26
27
28
29

4/12
4/14
4/19
4/21
4/23

Second Act: Scenes M-V
First Act: Scenes A-L
Second Act: Scenes M-V
Full Run Thru
Saturday 1-5pm: Full Technical
Rehearsal- Complete Run-Thru
Full Run Thru
Performance
Performance

Everyone
Everyone
Everyone
Everyone
Everyone

30

4/26
4/27
4/28

Everyone
Everyone
Everyone
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Play Synopsis
Seussical, Jr. opens with a curious boy who meets the mysterious, mischievous
Cat in the Hat. The Cat invites the Boy (and the audience) to enter the world of
imagination and introduces Horton the Elephant. While relaxing on a warm day, Horton
hears voices in distress floating by on a speck of dust. He grabs a clover and places the
dust speck on it. The other animals in the Jungle, led by the Sour Kangaroo, accuse him
of being the “Biggest Blame Fool” for speaking to a dust speck. Near the end of the
jungle animals’ song, the Wickersham Brothers, a trio of monkeys, threaten the
elephant. Gertrude McFuzz, Horton’s next-door neighbor, confesses she sees Horton in
a new light of his kindness.
Horton attempts to find out more about his dust speck. It turns out there is a
whole little world on this speck: Whoville. The Cat in the Hat pushes the bystander Boy
into the story to become JoJo, the Mayor’s Son. The Mayor and the citizens of Whoville
beg Horton to ensure their safety. Horton vows to take care of them. As the scene
fades, Mr. and Mrs. Mayor, reprimand JoJo for having an active imagination. JoJo
lashes out at the Cat in Hat for getting him in trouble. But the Cat encourages JoJo to
use his imagination to create a more entertaining situation. JoJo imagines his bath is
McElligot’s Pool, and his musings come to life! They sing “It’s Possible” while flooding
the stage. JoJo and Horton find each other’s voices while lamenting over their own
situations, and discover they both have active imaginations. They strike an instant
friendship and find the comfort to sleep.
While they sleep, Gertrude reveals her woes: She is a plain-looking bird who
pines for a fancier tail to catch Horton’s eye. Mayzie enters and tells her own story of a
20

sad tail feather and the trip she made to Doctor Dake. Gertrude swoons, and Mayzie
and the Bird Girls take her to the Doctor (played by the Cat). Gertrude takes a pill, then
another, then another, causing her tail to grow.
Soon the Wickersham Brothers run into Horton with the clover. They taunt him
and steal the clover. Horton gives chase, vowing to protect the Whos. The Brothers
pass the flower to a giant eagle, who drops it in a field of clovers. Horton combs through
the flowers, trying to find the one that answers back. Gertrude enters and tries to get
Horton to notice her. Absorbed in the search, he doesn’t, and Gertrude leaves in
frustration. Horton begins to give up hope of finding the clover when Mayzie enters,
sitting on a nest. She begs Horton to give her a break. With hesitation, Horton agrees to
egg sit for an hour or two, but Mayzie doesn’t return.
After some time, hunters find Horton and take the elephant, egg, nest, and tree
across the sea to an auction house where Horton and his menagerie are sold to the
circus. Mayzie, who has been staying in Palm Beach, attempts to cure her boredom by
going to the circus where she runs into Horton, who asks her to take her egg back.
Mayzie refuses, claiming the egg has made him famous and she wouldn’t take that
away from him. Horton, faced with raising the hatchling and still pining for his lost Who
friends, sings a lullaby.
In the middle of the night, Gertrude finds Horton, now having shed her fancy tail,
and bringing him the Whos’ clover. Overjoyed, Horton finally notices Gertrude for her
kindness. Horton greets the Mayor, but the Sour Kangaroo bursts in, accusing him of
being crazy for first speaking to a dust speck then sitting on a nest in a tree and arrests
him and brings him. Before a judge, Horton and Gertrude make a case for the Whos,
21

but the Jungle Animals demand the speck on the clover be destroyed. Horton begs the
Whos to be loud enough to be heard to save their lives, and eventually JoJo imagines
and yells a giant word- YOPP!. The animals all hear it, and the Sour Kangaroo agrees
there are people there who need to be protected. JoJo and his imagination are hailed as
the hero, and he creates one more thing: The egg hatches and an elephant-bird
emerges. Horton and Gertrude agree to raise the creature together. The play ends with
an invitation for the audience to imagine the rest of the story.
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Concept Statement
Seussical, Jr. is about Horton, a kindhearted elephant, who vows to take on the
sole responsibility of being the caretaker of new Who friends found on a tiny planet no
one else hears. When his community endangers the lives of the Whos and Horton is
faced with multiple responsibilities to fulfill, he realizes not only should he help others,
but he also needs friends to help him as well.
At the start of the show, Horton is enjoying his own company when he discovers
the speck with the Whos. He alone can hear them and verify their existence. When
Horton vows to protect the Whos, he takes on this responsibility alone. He doesn’t
notice Gertrude and ask for her help when the Whos are lost in the field of clovers.
When he finds himself sitting on the egg, he also takes on this responsibility alone;
when Gertrude comes to take care of him, he never asks her to help him with the egg,
even though it would make more sense for a bird like Gertrude to sit on the nest. Horton
takes his responsibilities and caregiving seriously, but soon learns he can’t do
everything himself. He can’t find and protect the Whos while also sitting on the egg.
Horton also discovers, that while he is the only one who can corroborate the existence
of the Whos, his insistence they are there isn’t enough alone to save them. He calls for
the Whos to make noise to prove their existence. Without the help from JoJo, the Whos
would have been lost.
While it’s easy to say this story is about friendship and kindness, Seussical, Jr.
digs in further by examining the importance of sharing responsibility with others. Horton
helped the Whos, which worked great for their tiny planet, but the insistence of taking on
the task alone didn’t work well for Horton. He was lost in his own world and also needed
23

help. Gertrude wanted attention from Horton and thought the way to make that happen
was to change her outer appearance. When that didn’t work, but rather made the
situation worse because she couldn’t save him from the hunters, she shed her tail and
set out to prove herself with her actions of kindness. Gertrude crossed land and sea to
help Horton and the Whos. When Horton realized this and accepted her kindness and
friendship, they found they could work together, first to try to save the Whos, and later
agreeing to raise the elephant-bird hatchling.
The push and pull of giving and receiving kindness is evident throughout the
story. It’s like a child on a swing; pushing her legs only forward or pulling her legs only
back may create some movement, but it isn’t until she does both the actions of pushing
and pulling her legs that she can really enjoy the ride. To illuminate this concept, I would
ask my designers to incorporate images of helping each other to accomplish a taskactors/crew shown working together to “build” the set or helping each other add
costume pieces. However it looks, it should embody a sense of a community working
together to accomplish a goal.
I would also ask my designers to keep simplicity in mind. As even the Broadway
run of the show proved, it’s easy to go too big on whimsical colors and designs, and
more isn’t always better because it can overshadow the play’s message. I have seen
many examples of the actors of Seussical becoming lost in the scenery. I would like to
create an atmosphere of constant expansion and growth; whatever JoJo imagines or
“thinks” of can suddenly appear! This approach supports the Cat’s prompt to use one’s
imagination and provides opportunities for working together to build the world of the
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play. Colors and textures can still be bright and playful, as if from the mind of a child, yet
not so abundant on stage that there is no room for growth.
Just as Horton learns the value of relying on his community to accomplish his
goals, my cast, team, and I must also rely on each other to accomplish the goal of
putting on Seussical Jr. As the first show being produced in a program being built from
scratch, the task may seem as daunting as finding a speck in a hundred-mile-wide field
of clovers. If we build it together though, as the Cat says: Just Think!
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Project Parameters
My performance space is located at the Barstow Fine Arts Academy in Barstow,
California, where I am the drama teacher. Built in 2019, our school is a Visual and
Performing Arts integrated K-6 elementary school. I see seven classes, one of each
grade level, for 35 minutes each day. I eventually have all (approximately) 400-500
students filter through my classroom by the end of the school year. I also teach an
Intermediate Drama class at the end of the school day. The COVID-19 pandemic
interrupted our opening year, and a year of digital learning after delayed the start of
many of our dreamed-of projects such as a Drama Club. One of my first projects when
we returned to campus in fall 2021 was to start the Drama Club, which has and will
continue to benefit the students.
Our stage (lovingly referred to as the miniPAC) shares space with the cafeteria. It
is a 1336-square-foot proscenium stage with stair entrances leading up to stage level on
the down-left and down-right corners. There are two exit doors on the back wall, a
classroom storage module on stage right, and a sound and light control area on stage
left. There are no legs or walls to denote an off stage. It is a big, open space, and the
audience can see everything. There are three rows of lights: the 2 nd electric on the rear
of the stage has six small LED Fresnel fixtures, the 1st electric at the proscenium has
eight small LED Fresnel fixtures, and the Ante Proscenium over the house has eight
small LED Fresnel fixtures and four LED Source 4s. The lights are hanging 15-20 feet
from the ground, and I have been discouraged from touching them by my principal. Our
district maintenance crew have to be called in to make any adjustments to lights with
their scissor lift. As for sound, we started the 2021 school year with four wireless
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handheld mics. I convinced my principal to purchase eight lapel mics for the purpose of
this project. I also supplemented from my personal collection, offering four additional
lapel mics and two choir mics to support our needs. Our control board is a Soundcraft Si
Performer light and sound board in one. Besides our IT person, I am currently the only
faculty member somewhat trained to use the board.
I am one of three Visual and Performing Arts, or VAPA, teachers on campus.
Along with drama, there is a music teacher and an art teacher. For this project, I plan to
collaborate with a musical director outside of our school, someone from the community
with experience in working with children’s musicals from the community. I also plan to
invite the art teacher to help with set design, although I am uncertain of her availability. I
will more than likely utilize parent and student volunteers. One of our first-grade
teachers has volunteered to choreograph the show, and our Special Education teacher
will run publicity. One of the fifth-grade teachers with a theatre background will be my
assistant director/stage manager. I will design and construct costumes, hopefully with
the help of friends from the local community college.
As for budgets, the easy answer is none. My school has yet to establish a Parent
Teacher Organization, so funds outside of academics are extremely limited. During our
first school year, I found a donor to fund our first afterschool production. However, we
discovered at the eleventh hour my donor’s foundation could only donate to a non-profit,
so the project fell through, and the pandemic shut the school down shortly after. During
the quarantine, I turned my home business into a 501(c)(3) non-profit with the
anticipation of being able to work with my donor again. My business is in the process of
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applying for grants to help further assist with production costs; however, our production
program currently has minimal stand-alone funds.
All in all, I am starting this drama program from scratch. The newness of our
school, the COVID-19 interruption, and a year of distance learning have made it
challenging to get a drama program and, more specifically, live productions up and
running. I have a lot of work ahead of me to build this program and to complete this
project.
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Evaluation of Play as a Production Vehicle
The Barstow Fine Arts Academy opened in 2019 elementary school with an
emphasis in the fine arts. I’ve taught drama skills in my classroom the past two years,
but with monetary restrictions after construction budget overages, lack of a parentteacher organization, COVID-19 closures, and distance learning, we haven’t been able
to have students participate in a mainstage production. I’m using this Master’s degree
program and my need of a venue for the culminating project to push along the process
to further build programs at our school.
I’ve chosen Seussical, Jr. as our inaugural main stage show primarily to build
interest in the program. I wanted to choose a story that was already somewhat familiar
to my students; even if they don’t exactly know the story of Seussical, they will be
familiar with most of the Dr. Seuss stories included. My plan is to have our
performances shortly after Read Across America week and Dr. Seuss’ birthday, so
those stories will be fresh on my students’ minds. Seussical is bright, colorful, and has
catchy music that I’m hoping will garner interest for both my actors and the younger
students who will view the production.
The story of Seussical, Jr. is an important one that will reach my students and the
community alike. This story focuses on friendship, kindness, and standing up for what is
right. With the current social justice climate outside of school and the emphasis of social
and emotional learning inside of it, a show about caring for others and treating people
with respect no matter their circumstances is extremely relevant. The mantra “a
person’s a person, no matter how small” can be translated and used in so many tough
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situations on campus. It is my hope that if one of my students is witness to a case of
bullying, they may think back on Horton and make a stand for what they believe is right.
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Section 2: Pre-production Analysis
Event and Conflict Framing Analysis
Event
A young Boy stumbles upon a strange hat, prompting a mischievous Cat to appear and
encourage the Boy to open his mind to new “Thinks.” The Boy (later becoming JoJo)
creates the story and characters, beginning with Horton, with his imagination.

Protagonist
Horton the Elephant, one of the Boy’s Thinks and a resident of the Jungle of Nool. A
quiet character who seeks to do the right thing, no matter the cost to himself.

Inciting Incident
Horton happens upon a tiny speck of dust with voices coming from it. It turns out to be
the tiny planet of Who, whose residents beg him to protect them. Horton vows to keep
them safe.

Complications/ Obstacles
The other Jungle Animals, spearheaded by the monkey Wickersham Brothers and the
Sour Kangaroo, taunt Horton for speaking to voices they can’t hear and eventually steal
Horton’s clover containing the Whos’ speck. With the help of a black-bottomed eagle,
the clover is thrown into a giant field of clovers, forcing Horton to embark on a great
search for his friends. While searching, he happens upon Mayzie who asks him to take
over sitting on her egg. Wanting to be helpful, Horton agrees. Mayzie flees and Horton
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is stuck taking care of the egg. While lamenting his inability to resume the search for the
Whos because he has to sit on the egg, Horton is suddenly captured by hunters who
take him and the egg, nest, and tree to auction, where he is sold to the circus.

Crisis
When the Jungle Animals hear Horton is still talking to the Whos (after Gertrude reveals
she found the clover), they take Horton to court, where he is put on trial. Horton and
Gertrude defend the Whos, but the Jungle Animal jury’s voices overpower them.

Climax
Judge Yertle the Turtle’s verdict threatens the lives of the Whos. Horton begs the Whos
to find a way to be heard. Chaos ensues as the Whos plead for their lives (though they
still can’t be heard) and the Jungle Animals demand the clover be boiled.

Denouement
JoJo, now one of the Whos, imagines a giant word everyone can hear, and the Whos
are saved. Horton is no longer viewed as crazy by his peers.

Conclusion
JoJo imagines an elephant bird hatching from the egg. Horton, finally realizing he has
limitations, agrees to raise the creature with Gertrude.
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Given Circumstances as Noted in the Play
Geographical Location
Ultimately, Seussical Jr. takes place in an imaginary experience, continuously created
as the Boy (JoJo) “thinks” and imagines. There are two main locations of imagined
creations: the Jungle of Nool and the planet of Who. The Jungle of Nool has bright blue
skies, suggesting a place far from and untouched by the climate change woes of human
society. It is found near the River Walloo (Ahrens, et al. 4). It has a warm climate, as the
heat is mentioned during mid-May, yet offers cool pools of water to splash in. The planet
of Who is a tiny planet the size of a dust speck where the Whos reside (9). Though
incredibly small, Who sports houses, grocery stores, and streets, including ones
passing through tunnels. These community features, with the addition of a system of
government mentioned by Mr. Mayor (11), suggest an advanced and established
society. As the story progresses, other locations include a field of clovers a hundred
miles wide far away from the Jungle of Nool, a circus in Palm Beach, and a jungleanimal courtroom.

Date
References to time are chronological, although not specific to any year, and the time
frame when the story takes place isn’t clearly outlined. The story begins near the end of
May (4). Horton mentions he has been guarding the Whos on the clover for at least a
week when he makes a connection with JoJo (13). After the clover is dropped in the
field, and Horton begins searching for the Whos, the Cat spins a clock’s hands
indicating time has passed, and Horton has questioned nearly three million clovers (21).
Horton sits through at least two seasons before being captured by the hunters (22). By
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the end of the story, Horton claims to have been watching the egg for Mazie for fifty-one
weeks (25).

Economic Environment
The class situation in Seussical Jr. is more socially driven than economically driven.
Mayzie appears to travel and live a carefree life because she manipulates those around
her, but never mentions where the funds to support this lifestyle come from. Horton was
auctioned off and sold to the man at the circus. He served as a freak show-like source
of entertainment at the circus, forcing him into a lower social station, though the profit
Horton received or didn’t receive was never clarified. Horton left that station when
Gertrude brought the clover, with no mention of being indentured to the circus owner.

Political Environment
Leadership and political hierarchies are evident in our story. In the Jungle of Nool, Sour
Kangaroo’s grievances are taken to court to stand before Judge Yertle the Turtle. While
Yertle’s judgment is viewed as law, he’s not impartial; he appears swayed by the
feelings of the Jungle animals in the courtroom, overruling Gertrude’s objections to their
accusations, and joins in singing about the proposed fate of the Whos (30).
On the planet of Who, the Mayor states:
MR. MAYOR. JoJo, I’m the mayor of Who,
Why I’ve just been elected
And upright behavior is thus forth expected. (11)
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He carries quite a bit of clout, and uses it, not only while scolding JoJo, but also as the
leader of his community. Mr. and Mrs. Mayor are the ones who communicate with
Horton on behalf of the Whos, and are the ones to rally the community support at the
threat of the speck’s destruction.

Social Environment
Standing out as “different” or unusual is unacceptable to the Jungle Animals, especially
the Sour Kangaroo, as indicated when she states: “Somebody’s thinking different than
us!” (8). Horton has been bullied by the Jungle Animals and had the clover stolen from
him because he is able to hear the Whos, which is interpreted as hearing voices in his
head, and therefore means he’s crazy. This is also true in “Alone in the Universe,” when
Horton laments:
HORTON. I’m alone in the universe.
So alone in the universe.
I’ve found magic but they won’t see it. (13)
Horton is a great thinker and open to new ideas about tiny planets, but is ridiculed for
sharing those thoughts, since those experiences are not shared by his peers.
JoJo also experiences consequences for his thinking, although his thoughts
actually manifest. JoJo’s parents reprimand him for imagining and creating new
thoughts, stating “go to bed and think some normal thinks instead” (11). JoJo’s parents
aren’t impressed with his creative imagination, especially when it results in a flooded
bathroom (13).
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Throughout the world of the play, having ideas that stand out and push against
what has been deemed normal by society lead to admonition. Yet the Cat, someone
outside the central storylines, continually encourages JoJo to “open your mind” and
imagine/create the rest of the story (4). It isn’t until JoJo’s imagined and magnified word
makes the Whos heard, thus proving Horton’s sanity, that the pair are finally considered
socially acceptable (31). The Jungle Animals need concrete proof before believing
something and the Mayors need a life-saving act before admitting thinking outside the
box is tolerable.
Another social norm that stands out in Seussical Jr. concerns body image.
Gertrude has taken an attraction to Horton, but she believes Horton doesn’t notice her
because of her appearance. Altering one’s own body seems the reasonable response in
this society, as Mayzie states:
MAYZIE. Yes, I went to the doctor
BIRD GIRLS. Doctor Dake by the lake
MAYZIE. And he told me what sort of a pill I should take.
Now I’m… Amayzing Mayzie!
As feathered as feathered can be now!
Amayzing Mayzie! It was all for sale! (16)
Gertrude follows Mayzie’s advice and takes pills from the doctor, despite his warnings.
Gertrude is sure she will impress Horton once he sees her amazing new tail (17).
Body image also comes into play concerning Horton’s weight. Despite being an
elephant, and therefore naturally built larger than the other animals, Horton is insulted
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by the Wickersham Brothers for being “fat… dumb…[and] slow” (6). Even Horton
questions his body image and capabilities when the elephant bird hatches (32).

Religious/ Spiritual Environment
There isn’t a clear reference to a particular religion in Seussical Jr. When Horton claims
to believe in something wonderful unseen, he is ridiculed. This taunting suggests the
Jungle animals believe only what is tangible in front of their eyes, rather than a great
creating force larger than themselves. The opposite is true of the Whos; it is unclear if
they can actually “see” Horton (one can imagine his size compared to the speck would
render him unrecognizable), but they hear him and have placed their trust in him. This
trust in a force larger than themselves could describe a religious quality.
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Polar Attitudes
Boy/JoJo
The Boy is a creative individual who is thrown into his imagined world by the Cat. As
JoJo, he is suddenly unable to stand back and observe the story. He discovers his
“thinks” can get him into trouble when his parents reprimand him, and JoJo tries to send
the Cat away. The Cat convinces him to think of even more, and JoJo creates a
fantastic fish scene. JoJo’s realization of his creative power, the discovery of a
friendship with Horton proving he’s not an outsider, and saving his town from sure
destruction helps him to understand that a creative mind is not something to hide. He
ends the story with confidence and encourages others to think creatively as well.

Horton
Horton is an average-joe type with a strong desire to do what is right, no matter what.
When he finds someone in need (the Whos), he performs a simple act of kindness that
escalates into a life-changing event. Horton’s desire to do what is right manifests into a
hero complex, where he believes the fate of the Whos is entirely his charge. He
continually repeats his mantra of “a person’s a person, no matter how small!” and takes
on the task of protecting the Whos as the sole caretaker without asking for help from
others (5). When the Whos are lost, Horton is stuck sitting on the egg, and Gertrude
delivers the clover with the Whos, Horton realizes that he has limitations and that it is
necessary to receive help as well as give it. This idea is solidified at the elephant bird
hatching:
HORTON. Gertrude, what will I do? I am slow, I am fat.
All I know is the earth.
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He’ll need much more than that!
GERTRUDE. I have wings. Yes, I can fly.
You teach him earth and I will teach him sky. (32)
The two determine that they can raise the hatchling if they work together.

Sour Kangaroo
Sour Kangaroo is sure that Horton is crazy for thinking a dust speck can talk. The idea
of Horton being able to hear something she cannot is implausible to her. She rallies the
Jungle animal company around her to support her claims, assuming strength in
numbers to bully Horton. Sour Kangaroo maintains this position until JoJo’s “YOPP”
makes the Whos heard. When she and the other jungle peers are able to actually hear
the cries of the Whos, Sour Kangaroo acknowledges their existence and vows to help
protect them:
SOUR KANGAROO. How true! Yes, how true!
Said the Sour Kangaroo.
And, from now on
You know what I’m planning to do?
From now on, I’m going to protect them with you! (31)
Sour Kangaroo learns to accept that which she cannot see outside of her own
perspective.

Gertrude
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Gertrude believes she isn’t “enough” because of the physical appearance of her singlefeather tail:
GERTRUDE. For no matter what it just was what it was
A tail that simply wasn’t meant…
To catch the eye of an elephant…
The one feather tail of Miss Gertrude McFuzz. (15)
She determines the way to catch Horton’s eye is to change her physical appearance.
When the tail she grows “was too heavy for normal flying” (26) and Horton is captured
by hunters, Gertrude realizes she’s been “foolish and vain” (27) and has the tail plucked
out. She instead tries helping Horton find the Whos and discovers she is enough on her
own, and her actions rather than her looks were the true way to Horton’s heart.

Mr. and Mrs. Mayor
Mr. and Mrs. Mayor are frustrated by their son JoJo’s overactive imagination, stating:
BOTH. He was never any trouble ‘til this
“thinking thing” began. (10)
They command him to “think some normal thinks instead” (11), and vow to “deal with
him tomorrow” (13) after flooding the bathroom with his thinks. When the planet Who
speck is nearly boiled in Beezlenut Oil, Mr. and Mrs. Mayor cry “JoJo, think of
something!” (31). JoJo does in fact think of a way to be heard, and the planet is saved.
Mr. and Mrs. Mayor accept their son’s creative imagination and declare “all JoJo’s
thinks would forever be heard” (31).
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Mayzie LaBird
Mayzie is a carefree, beautiful bird who is self-absorbed. She demands to be the center
of attention and speaks flippantly to those around her. Mayzie manipulates others to
receive the most enjoyment out of a situation. During her interactions with Gertrude and
later with Horton, she shows brief moments of care or concern for others.
GERTRUDE. Good luck when it hatches.
Good luck… and goodbye. (25)
In the end though, Mayzie remains selfish and carefree as she leaves the egg
with Horton to seek her own unburdened enjoyment.
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Further Research on Given Circumstances & Dramaturgical Information
Seussical, on which Seussical Jr. is based, is a mashup of familiar Dr. Seuss storylines
and characters brought together with a musical score. The original Seussical, which
premiered on Broadway in 2000 and was revised for the US National Tour in 2002,
included a subplot based on Seuss’ book The Butter Battle Book. The dark and
sometimes confusing story of the original musical was edited to create a Seussical TYA
(Theatre for Young Audiences) version in 2004 (Ahrens and Flaherty 36). The TYA
version made the story more accessible for younger audiences by creating a 70-minute,
one-act story with fewer actors and cutting the Butter Battle subplot (148). The
Seussical TYA was well received by schools and amateur theaters for its simplicity, and
led to the creation of the 60-minute Seussical Jr. and 30-minute Seussical Kids by
Music Theatre International; productions for younger audiences performed by younger
actors. All four versions of Seussical are still licensed and performed through Music
Theatre International.
The shorter, school-friendly Seussical Jr. includes three main storylines: Horton
Hears a Who!, Horton Hatches the Egg, and “Gertrude McFuzz,” a short story included
in the collection Yertle the Turtle and Other Stories.

Horton Hears a Who!
Horton the Elephant is enjoying a splash in a jungle pool when he suddenly hears a
voice in distress. His large ears help him to locate the voice on a speck of dust. Not
knowing exactly who or what the voice is, Horton vows to protect the speck. He catches
the speck and sets it on a clover. A sour kangaroo comes by and mocks him for
speaking to unheard voices. Determined to learn more about his charge, Horton
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inquires the voice on the speck. The voice belongs to the Mayor of a town called
Whoville, a very small place where beings called Whos reside. The Mayor asks Horton
to protect Whoville, and Horton accepts. The Wickersham Brothers, a trio of monkeys,
steal the clover, declaring there aren’t Whos living on it. They pass the clover to a blackbottomed eagle who carries the clover far off while Horton gives chase. The bird drops
the Whos on their speck on a clover in a giant field of clovers. Horton investigates each
flower until he finally finds the one with the Whos. Angry that their trick didn’t work, the
kangaroo and the Wickersham monkeys capture Horton and swear they will boil the
clover. Horton calls out to the Mayor, pleading to have him and the other Whos make as
much noise as possible to be heard. When their attempts fail, Horton begs them to
make sure every Who is participating. The Mayor runs from building to building until he
discovers a small Who named JoJo not making a sound. The Mayor grabs him, and the
small JoJo contributes a “YOPP!” The final voice creates enough sound that the
kangaroo and the monkeys can hear. The sour kangaroo promises to protect the Whos
alongside Horton.


Characters introduced
Horton the Elephant, a sour kangaroo, the Wickersham Brothers, Vlad Vladikoff,
Mr. Mayor, JoJo, the Whos



Similarities and Differences in Seussical Jr.
The story of Horton Hears a Who! is the main storyline of Seussical Jr.
and most of the details are left intact in the musical. Horton discovers a speck
called Who where the Whos reside (although the name “Whoville” is never
actually mentioned in Seussical Jr.). The Sour Kangaroo (so named in the play)
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and Wickersham Brothers taunt Horton, and the clover is passed to Vladikoff to
drop in the field of clovers. In the book, it is Horton that combs through the field to
find the Whos again. After finding them, the Whos mention that the town was
rattled and nearly destroyed. This plot point is not mentioned in Seussical Jr. In
the book, the monkeys and the kangaroo choose to take matters into their own
hands and attempt to boil the clover themselves. In Seussical Jr., the characters
take Horton to court to stand and be judged. In both versions, it is a small boy
named JoJo shouting “YOPP” that saves the Who community.

Horton Hatches the Egg
A bird named Mayzie is very tired and bored from sitting on her egg all day. Determined
to take a vacation if she can find someone to sit on the egg, she sees Horton the
Elephant passing by. Mayzie convinces Horton he’s not too big to sit on the egg and
begs him to give her a break. Horton concedes and Mayzie flies off. Horton braces the
tree to hold his weight and sits on the egg. He sits on the egg through terrible weather,
changing seasons, and Jungle Animal taunts, but still declares he won’t move because
“an elephant’s faithful one hundred per cent!” Meanwhile, Mayzie is vacationing in Palm
Beach and vows she’ll never return to her egg sitting. While Horton is sitting on the egg
in the tree, he is spotted by hunters. The Hunters decide he’s an amazing oddity and
transport him away to be sold at the circus. The journey is long, yet Horton continues to
sit. He’s sold to the circus, and tours the country where people flock to see him and
laugh at him. One day, the circus visits Palm Beach. Mayzie, still living there, decides to
see a show. Just as she runs into Horton, the egg he has been sitting on begins to
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hatch. Mayzie, seeing the work is done, claims Horton stole the egg from her and
demands it be given back. Horton starts to walk away when the hatching creature
emerges; it is an elephant bird that looks just like Horton. Horton takes the creature and
is returned to the jungle, leaving Mayzie with nothing.


Characters introduced
Horton the Elephant (again), Mayzie, Jungle Animals, Hunters, man from the
circus, the elephant bird



Similarities and Differences in Seussical Jr.
This story also remains mostly intact when found in Seussical Jr. Mayzie
becomes Mayzie La Bird in the play, yet remains lazy and manipulating. Hunters
capture Horton and transport him to New York, yet in the book the intention was
always to sell him to the circus, rather than to sell him at an auction. The biggest
difference is in Mayzie’s reaction to seeing Horton at the circus: in the book,
Mayzie demands the egg be given back to her. In Seussical Jr., Mayzie walks
away from Horton and the egg, and never sees the elephant bird hatchling.

“Gertrude McFuzz”
Gertrude McFuzz is a bird with a one-feathered tail. She envies another bird named
Lolla-Lee-Lou, whose tail has two feathers. Deciding her fate isn’t fair, she visits her
uncle, a doctor named Dake. He tells her tail is perfect for her, but finally gives in and
tells her where to find a pill-berry vine with pills to make her tail grow. Gertrude visits the
vine, eats a pill, and grows another feather on her tail. She decides rather than being
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the same as Lolla-Lee-Lou, she’d rather have more feathers and consumes three dozen
pills. Fabulous feathers continue growing long after sundown until Gertrude has the
biggest tail. Gertrude decides to show off to Lolla-Lee-Lou, but discovers she can no
longer fly, run, or walk due to the weight of her tail. Uncle Dake hears her cries for help
and brings assistance. The birds fly Gertrude home and pluck the feathers out of her
tail. In the end, she is left with one feather and knows that’s all she needs.


Characters introduced
Gertrude McFuzz, Lolla-Lee-Lou, Doctor Dake



Similarities and Differences in Seussical Jr.
Many details were added to “Gertrude McFuzz” to make it work in Seussical Jr.
Horton isn’t found in this story, so there’s no love connection between the two in
the book. Lolla-Lee-Lou becomes Mayzie La Bird with a fabulous tail in the
musical, although she doesn’t lead Gertrude to the Doctor in the book. The pills
come from a vine, not a bush as it does in Seussical Jr., and the tail growth
happens quickly in the book, trapping Gertrude by the vine. In Seussical Jr., the
growth happens more slowly, and Gertrude can flaunt in front of Horton in “Notice
Me Horton” before being grounded. In Seussical Jr., Gertrude can drag herself
back to the Doctor, rather than him coming to her, but both tails end up being
plucked in the end.

Other Notable Stories
Other storylines from the stories of Dr. Seuss are mentioned in Seussical Jr.
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Oh, the Thinks You Can Think! provides the name for the opening song and the
premise for the whole show: what can you imagine and “think?” The book invites its
readers to think of grand, absurd, never thought of creations, some of which serve as
the lyrics for the song of the same name.
McElligot’s Pool is the main inspiration for the song “It’s Possible.” The story tells
of a young boy who is discouraged from fishing in a trash-filled pool of water. The boy
imagines his pool is connected to a river that leads to the ocean where any number of
fantastic fish can be found and caught. In Seussical Jr., JoJo imagines his bathtub
might be McElligot’s pool and imagines all the fish he might be able to see. The bathtub
eventually spills over, and his daydreaming is interrupted by Mr. and Mrs. Mayor.
I Had Trouble in Getting to Solla Sollew is the inspiration behind the Seussical Jr.
song “Solla Sollew.” In this story, the main character begins to experience frustrating
troubles. He learns of a city called Solla Sollew, where life is said to be much easier and
decides to travel there. On the way, he is plagued by even more troubles, each worse
than the last. He keeps trudging along, focused on finding Solla Sollew. When he finally
reaches the gates of the city, the welcome is warm, but he is unable to enter. It appears
Solla Sollew has only one trouble, the keyhole to the gate to the city is blocked and no
one can enter. The gatekeeper suggests they move on to Boola Boo Ball, a city that
doesn’t have troubles at all. The main character chooses instead to go back to his
home, understanding he will experience troubles, but he is prepared for the troubles he
finds there. In Seussical Jr., Horton finds himself at his lowest after Mayzie disowns the
egg at the circus. He sings a lullaby to the egg about someday going to Solla Sollew,
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and reflects how he’s had many troubles along his way as he tries to find happiness.
Finding Solla Sollew remains an unreachable goal.

Other Notable Characters
Some Dr. Seuss characters have been included in Seussical Jr., though their storylines
weren’t included in the play.
The Cat in the Hat comes from a story of the same name. He is also found in The
Cat in the Hat Comes Back and a Cat in the Hat Learning Library of approximately forty
titles. Though he is a very influential main character in Seussical Jr., guiding JoJo and
the audience through the story and filling in as support characters as needed, the
storyline of the Cat bursting through a door on a rainy to have fun while the mother is
out is not present. In The Cat in the Hat, the Cat brings his tricks into the home, while
the family fish chastises him. In Seussical Jr., the Cat encourages JoJo to bring forth
the tricks and characters of the story. At the end of the book, the Cat is remorseful and
cleans up his mess before leaving. At the end of Seussical Jr., the Cat narrates outside
of the story as JoJo’s thinks wrap up the end.
Yertle the Turtle is a character from a short story of the same name. In the story,
Yertle is a greedy Turtle King who longs to rule over all he sees as he sits on the backs
of the other turtles. All of the turtles in his kingdom comply with his wishes, until Mack,
the turtle at the bottom of the stack, burps, sending a jolt through the stack of turtles and
sends Yertle flying off. Yertle lands in the mud in disgrace, and the rest of the turtles are
able to live free. In Seussical Jr., Yertle the Turtle becomes the judge, rather than a
king, though with similar hierarchical power. The Jungle Animals bring their case
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against Horton before Judge Yertle, and his verdict is considered law until the Whos
make themselves heard.
The Grinch from How the Grinch Stole Christmas! is briefly mentioned in
Seussical Jr. In the book, the Grinch is a grumpy character, annoyed by the joy felt by
the Whos in Whoville at Christmas. He goes down from the top of the mountain above
Whoville where he lives to steal Christmas from the Whos. After bringing all of their
presents and decorations back up the mountain, the Grinch hears the Whos singing in
joy at the arrival of Christmas. He realizes Christmas is about more than presents and
things, and his heart grows three times its size. The Grinch returns Christmas to the
Whos and joins in their celebrations. In Seussical Jr., the Grinch is living with the Whos,
presumably after the Christmas stealing, since he sings: “Where even a Grinch wouldn’t
dare to be totally mean!” (Ahrens et al. 10).
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Analysis of Dialogue
Based on the works of Dr. Seuss, Seussical Jr.’s overall word choice is simple, rhyming,
and often whimsical. The language is kid-friendly - even when characters are angry or
mean, there are no curse words and their language isn’t anything that would actually
scare a child. Non-sensical words and ideas are introduced to reinforce the idea of this
world being a fantastical, otherworldly place of a child’s imagination. The dialogue is
presented in a rhyming, rhythmic cadence like Seuss stories. During the musical
numbers, some of the cadence is broken and the rhyme scheme isn’t always perfect,
allowing for transitions between musical phrases. Throughout the show the characters
and the audience are encouraged to use their imaginations; the language used is often
very exaggerated and very descriptive to illustrate clear pictures. For example, when the
clover is dropped:
HORTON. That bird let that clover drop somewhere inside
Of a great patch of clovers, a hundred miles wide!
I’ll find it! I’ll find it! I’ll find it or bust!
Well, I shall find my friends on their small speck of dust. (20)
It isn’t enough to say the clover was dropped in a big field, but rather to paint a grander
picture for searching for a speck of dust in a hundred-mile-wide field.

JoJo
The Boy (later JoJo) is a child of our world with a great imagination. The things
he imagines suddenly appear in front of him. Throughout the story, JoJo’s words and
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phrases build the story around him and invoke a sense of wonder and amazement. This
is most evident in “It’s Possible”:
JOJO. It’s McElligot’s Pool!
This might be a pool
Like I’ve read of in books
Connected to one of those underground brooks!
An underground river
That starts here and flows
Right under this bathtub!
And then, who knows?
It’s possible! Anything’s possible! (12)
As he explores this new talent, his speech is sometimes hesitant and questioning of his
creations: “Are you real, or a very large think?” (14). It becomes clear to him that his
“thinks” have real consequences, whether intentional or not. His confidence grows when
he befriends Horton, and his speech is no longer hesitant. JoJo makes full statements,
rather than finishing the Cat’s leading thoughts or questioning what he sees. In the final
scene, he confidently invites the audience to continue imagining the next part of the
story.

The Cat in the Hat
The Cat is the ultimate ambassador to JoJo’s imagination. Where JoJo is
sometimes hesitant with his imaginative powers, the Cat is confident and all-knowing.
He is the first of JoJo’s “thinks” and encourages him to think of more, knowing any
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troubles can be brightened with a new “think.” The Cat uses fantastic, strange words
such as “Think of beautiful Schlopp!” (2) and creates new characters to support the
unfolding of the story. He is capable of changing his voice and diction based on which
character he is portraying, whether a talk show host (“Whaddaya think, folks, is the
elephant off his trunk?” (7)) or a courtroom marshal (“The defendant is charged with
talking to a speck, disturbing the peace, and loitering… on an egg.” (29)). No matter the
character, the Cat remains his mischievous self throughout the full story.

Horton the Elephant
Horton is an elephant in the JoJo-created Jungle of Nool. While some accuse
him of being slow and dumb, Horton is instead thoughtful and deliberate. He keeps
mostly to himself, and only says what is necessary to others without extra verbiage. He
makes his thoughts and intentions clear when speaking to others, and never waivers on
the thoughts he deems the most important: “A person’s a person no matter how small”
(5). Horton is very polite; even when he has every right to be angry with Mayzie for
leaving him with the egg, he still asks, “Won’t you take back your egg?” (25). The one
time Horton is really angry in the courtroom and blasts loudly to be heard over the din,
he still resorts back to a respectful, albeit firm, tone when addressing the Judge. When
left to his musings, Horton has very imaginative and soaring thoughts. Due to being
ostracized by the Jungle animals, he never shares these thoughts with others until he
meets JoJo.

Sour Kangaroo
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Sour Kangaroo is another resident of the Jungle of Nool. She is loud, brash, and
says whatever comes to mind. Sour Kangaroo knows what she says might not be kind
or appropriate, yet is unapologetic. She feels she has authority and knowledge and
uses this to push Horton around. Sour Kangaroo uses repetitive taunts to attack Horton:
“You’re the biggest blame fool in the Jungle of Nool!” (6). When he still doesn’t back
down on his strange idea of voices on a speck, she rallies the other animals of the
Jungle to mock him as well. Stuck on the idea of Horton’s non-compliance, Sour
Kangaroo eventually makes a “Sour Citizen’s arrest” (28) and takes him to court to be
dealt with by the Judge. When not verbally attacking Horton, Sour Kangaroo narrates
the happenings in the Jungle around her.

Gertrude McFuzz
Of all the characters, Gertrude has the most fluctuation when it comes to her
voice and diction. When around others, Gertrude presents as a timid little bird. She isn’t
proud of her appearance and doesn’t seek much attention. Once Gertrude fixates on
the goal of impressing Horton, she suddenly speaks out, loudly and firmly to meet her
needs:
GERTRUDE. Then Gertrude had tantrums. She raised such a din
That finally the doctor just had to give in! (17)
Gertrude is cautious and polite as she tries to seduce Horton with her new tail. Once
she sheds that idea (and her tail), and instead tries extreme acts of kindness, Gertrude
becomes more confident in how she addresses Horton. That shift in voice, paired with
the tale of the extreme journey she went on to find him, is what made Horton finally
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notice her. When left to her own thoughts, or when all attention is on her, Gertrude has
a tendency to overthink and her words come gushing out:
GERTRUDE. I had a little trouble
‘Cause I grew a little tail.
Well, it wasn’t really little.
It was absolutely giant!
And it really was attractive
But you never even noticed,
So I felt a little silly even trying
Besides which the tail was too heavy
For normal flying. (26)
Despite being anxious, she doesn’t fixate on only one idea and is willing to try new
thoughts and tactics to achieve her goal.

Mayzie La Bird
Mayzie is a flamboyant, colorful, and loud bird. She is a free spirit, traveling to
wherever brings her the most enjoyment at the time. Her speech pattern reflects this;
Mayzie says whatever is on her mind with no regard for what others may be feeling:
MAYZIE: I was once a plain little bird like you, kid.
One pathetic feather was all I grew.
I had nothing showoff-ish
What’s a plain bird to do?
And there’s certainly nothing showoff-ish on you!
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GERTRUDE. Thank you, Mayzie. (16)
She isn’t always mean, evident by how she helps Gertrude with her one feather problem.
Mayzie is however a manipulator, using words to flip situations in her favor. Not only did
she convince Horton to leave his quest to find the Whos to come babysit for her (21), but
she also managed to desert him with the egg at the circus (25). Mayzie musters a little
sincerity when leaving Horton at the circus but ultimately flies off to suit her own fancy.
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Analysis of Dramatic Action
Scene A (Prologue- Oh the Thinks You Can Think!)
1. “Just Imagine”




Jojo creates Seuss creatures and characters via his imagination.
The Cat encourages Jojo to think of more.
The Cast invites Jojo and the audience to enter their world.

Scene B (Horton Hears a Who)
2. “Our Story Begins”



Jojo initiates a jungle story and discovers Horton the Elephant.
Horton questions the noise and its source on the speck.

3. “Enter the Hero”



Horton declares he will save the speck.
Horton rescues the speck and sets it on a clover.

Scene C (Biggest Blame Fool)
4. “What a Dummy”









Sour Kangaroo berates Horton for claiming to hear a voice on the
speck.
Horton appeals to Sour Kangaroo to believe him.
The Wickershams ridicule Horton.
Sour Kangaroo, the Wickershams, and the Bird girls circulate the news
of Horton’s claims.
Gertrude defends her neighbor Horton.
Mayzie lures the attention toward herself.
Horton stands firm on his claims.
The Jungle Animals denounce Horton.

5. “Things to Come”



The Wickershams threaten the safety of the clover.
Gertrude admires the uniqueness of Horton’s character.

Scene D (Here on Who)
6. “An Invisible World”




Jojo enters the story as a Who.
Horton questions the voice from the speck.
Mr. Mayor and the Whos educate Horton on their tiny lives.

7. “Help Us!”
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The Whos implore Horton to help keep them safe.
Horton reinforces his vow to protect the Whos on the speck.

Scene E (How to Raise a Child)
8. “This Kid”




Mr. and Mrs. Mayor chide Jojo’s behavior.
Jojo grasps for a response.
The Cat snubs Jojo’s look of help.

Scene F (It’s Possible)
9. “Trouble Maker”






Jojo rejects the Cat and his ideas.
The Cat deflects Jojo’s rejection.
Jojo denies the Cat.
The Cat hooks Jojo with a new Think.
Jojo creates a water scenario.

10. “Something Fishy”





Jojo fosters the power of his imagination.
The Cat encourages Jojo.
Mr. and Mrs. Mayor interrupt Jojo’s daydreaming.
Jojo confirms his abilities.

Scene G (Alone in the Universe)
11. “I’m Not Crazy”




Horton defends his actions and muses on his beliefs.
Jojo also defends his actions and muses on his beliefs.
Both pray for a friend

12. “Wait, You Too?”



Horton discovers Jojo on the clover.
Jojo questions if Horton is real.

13. “Freedom”


Both discover they are similar and soar in relief.

Scene H (The One Feather Tail of Miss Gertrude McFuzz/ Amayzing Mayzie)
14. “Sad Little Bird”


Gertrude reaches out to Horton through song.

15. “Fabulous Mayzie”
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Mayzie flaunts her fabulous tail.
Gertrude swoons.
Mayzie educates Gertrude.

16. “Fix Me Doc”






Gertrude enquires about a pill.
Cat (Doctor) compliments Gertrude.
Gertrude rages.
Cat (Doctor) acquiesces.
Gertrude consumes many pills.

Scene I (Monkey Around/ Chasing the Whos)
17. “Rude”


The Wickersham Brothers tease Horton.

18. “The Chase”






The Wickersham Brothers steal the clover.
Horton chases the Wickersham Brothers.
The Cat mocks the commotion.
Vladikoff throws the clover in a clover field.
Horton vows to find the Whos on their clover.

Scene J (Notice Me, Horton)
19. “Charm”




Gertrude displays her new tail.
Horton searches for the Whos.
Both confess they have found a new purpose in life.

20. “Determined”



Gertrude pledges to find a way to Horton.
Horton combs through the clover field.

Scene K (How Lucky You Are)
21. “Surprise!”





Mayzie distracts Horton.
Horton inquires about Mayzie’s nest.
Mayzie challenges Horton.
Horton deflects.

22. “Night Owl”


Mayzie captivates Horton.
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Mayzie solicits Horton’s help.

23. “Decisions”





Horton resists.
Mayzie entraps Horton.
Horton obliges.
Mayzie flees.

Scene L (Horton Sits on the Egg)
24. “Mayzie’s Gone”




Horton guards the egg.
Gertrude comforts Horton.
The Cat illustrates passing time.

25. “Bad to Worse”




Horton browbeats his situation.
Hunters capture Horton.
Gertrude flounders and wrestles with her tail.

Scene M (Egg, Nest, and Tree)
26. “Egg, Nest, and Tree”



Horton braves the journey.
The Cat auctions Egg, Nest, and Tree.

Scene N (Sold/ Mayzie in Palm Beach)
27. “Sold”



Ensemble mourns.
Horton accepts his fate.

28. “There She Is!”



Mayzie seeks excitement.
The Cat redirects her to the circus.

Scene O (Mayzie at the Circus/ Amayzing Horton)
29. “The Circus”



Ensemble welcomes Mayzie.
Mayzie discovers Horton.

30. “Smooth Talk”



Horton begs Mayzie to take back the egg.
Mayzie denies Horton’s request and flees.
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Scene P (Solla Sollew)
31. "Protector”


Horton reaffirms his commitment to the egg.

32. “Our Lullaby”



Horton comforts the Egg and himself.
Mr. and Mrs. Mayor and Jojo yearn for safety.

Scene R (All For You)
33. “Gertrude Returns”



Gertrude approaches Horton.
Horton wakes and questions Gertrude.

34. “A Lesson Learned”



Gertrude opens herself to Horton
The Cat (Doctor) assists in her correction

35. “Above and Beyond”




Gertrude pulls Horton in
Gertrude professes her feelings for Horton and reveals the found
clover.
Horton embraces Gertrude.

Scene S (The Whos Return)
36. “Reunited”




Horton searches for the Whos on the clover.
Mr. and Mrs. Mayor and Jojo assure Horton they are there.
Horton proclaims their security.

37. “Trouble appears”






The Wickersham Brothers and Sour Kangaroo interrupt the reunion.
Gertrude recoils.
Sour Kangaroo arrests Horton.
Horton protests.
The Wickersham Brothers and Sour Kangaroo hijack Horton and the
clover.

Scene T (The People vs. Horton the Elephant)
38. “Courtroom”



Judge Yertle presides.
The Cat (Marshal) attacks Horton.
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Horton defends.
Animals shirk Horton’s pleas.
Gertrude objects.
Judge Yertle blocks the objection.

39. “Enough”





Horton quells the racket.
Horton blasts his intentions, then presses for understanding.
Judge Yertle delivers the verdict.
The Animals rejoice.

40. “Save the Whos!”








Horton begs
Mr. and Mrs. Mayor and Jojo circulate the news.
The Animals demand the speck’s destruction.
The Whos rally and cry out.
Horton encourages them.
Horton and Mr. and Mr. Mayor beg Jojo to think of something.
Jojo silences All.

Scene U (Yopp!)
41. “He’s Not Wrong”





Horton and Gertrude confirm what they heard.
Sour Kangaroo recognizes the Whos and proclaims her support.
All praise Jojo.
The Cat suggests a new Think.

42. “What Now?"




Horton pushes against the notion of raising the Elephant bird.
Gertrude comforts Horton.
Horton embraces the help.

Scene V (Finale- Oh, the Thinks You can Think!)
43. “Oh the Thinks”


All invite audience to Think.
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One Act Sample

Please note: The text of act one was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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Tempo and Tone (Mood)
Beat
Number
1.

2.

3.

Title
SCENE A
“Just
Imagine”
SCENE B
“Our Story
Begins”
“Enter the
Hero”

Image

Description

An opening flower,
becoming bigger and
grander with each petal




Sunrise on a lazy day





Slow
Revealing
Unexpecting




Confident
Naïve

Little kid in a homemade
superhero costume

Joyful
Full of
wonderment

Tempo

Allegro

Adagio

Adagietto
4.

5.

6.

SCENE C
“What a
Dummy”
“Things to
Come”

SCENE D
“An Invisible
World”

7.

“Help Us”

8.

SCENE E
“This Kid”





Bustling
Jeering
Sad

Snake retreating
(danger’s over, but could
return)
Kid looking at cool,
expensive toy in the
shop window




Harsh
Sharp




Soft
Melancholy

Candy shop





Wonderous
Bright
Colorful

Sad puppies in the cold
with Sarah McLachlan
singing in the
background




Big-eyed
Pitiful

Teacher punishing the
whole class




Playground bullies with
everyone watching

Moderato
Allegretto

Andante

Allegro

Andantino
Unfair
Obedient
Moderato

SCENE F
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Beat
Title
Number
9.
“Trouble
Maker”
10.

11.

“Something
Fishy”

SCENE G
“I’m not
Crazy”

Image

Description

Dangling Carrot





Sinful
Tempting
Magnetic

Seeing a Rainbow





Magical
Hopeful
Light

Scissors cutting a cord




Sudden
Sharp




Desperate
Insistent

Someone who has seen
a UFO

Tempo

Andante moderato
Moderato

Marcia Moderato

Adagio
12.

13.

“Wait, you
too?”
“Freedom”

Approaching a scared
dog
Bird set free from a cage





Cautious
Relief
Warm




Unshackled
Joyful

Adagietto

Andante
14.

SCENE H
“Sad Little
Bird”

Little gray cloud raining
on one person




Pathetic
Empathetic

“Fabulous
Mayzie”

The cool kid with a
hoverboard




Fun
Envious

Moderato
15.

Allegro
16.

17.

“Fix Me Doc”

SCENE I
“Rude”

Toddler throwing a
tantrum for not getting
cookies for dinner




Black storm clouds
approaching




Annoying
Foreboding
Allegretto
Uncomfortable
Suffocating
Moderato
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Beat
Title
Number
18.
“The Chase”

Image
High speed chase on tv

Description



Tempo

Exciting
Dangerous
Vivace

19.

SCENE J
“Charm”

Bee buzzing from flower
to flower




Busy
Relentless
Andante

20.

21.

“Determined” Dog gnawing on a bone

SCENE K
“Surprise!”

Wrong number phone
call





Focused
Determined
Oblivious




Confusing
Defensive

Adagietto

Adagietto
22.

“Night Owl”

Wearing wet sneakers

23.

“Decisions”

Jury Duty summons




Uncomfortable
Undesirable
Adagio




Inconvenient
Disappointing
Moderato

24.

SCENE L
“Mayzie’s
Gone”

Tree with no leaves in
winter





Vulnerable
Impatient
Urgent

“Bad to
Worse”

Boat surrounded by
sharks




Fearful
Tense

Andante moderato
25.

Allegro
26.

SCENE M
“Egg, Nest,
and Tree”

Small flower in a great
rainstorm





Hopeless
Uncertain
Having grit

Allegro Moderato
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Beat
Number
27.

28.

Title
SCENE N
“Sold”

“There She
Is!”

Image

Description

Viewing a car crash





Shocking
Mournful
Helpless

Spoiled kid complaining
they’re bored while
surrounded by toys




Disbelieving
Frustrating

Tempo

Adagio

Andante
29.

SCENE O
“The Circus”

Animal in a cage




Cool, yet wrong
Unsettling
Moderato

30.

31.

32.

33.

“Smooth
Talk”
SCENE P
“Protector”

Greasy Car Salesman

Mother rocking child in
her arms

“Our Lullaby” Small boat surrounded
by an ocean of water
SCENE R
“Gertrude
Returns”

Candle in the Dark





Slick
Manipulative
Cheating





Loving
Safe
Soothing





Melancholy
Hopeless
Alone




Sudden
Hopeful

Allegretto

Adagietto

Adagio

Andantino
34.

“A Lesson
Learned”

A waterfall

35.

“Above and
Beyond”

Runner at the end of the
race





Gushing
Overwhelming
Grand





Frazzled
Worn
Proud

Allegro

Allegro Moderato
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Beat
Number
36.

37.

38.

Title
SCENE S
“Reunited”

“Trouble
Appears”
SCENE T
“Courtroom”

Image
Pot of gold at the end of
the rainbow after a storm
A stain that won’t come
out in the wash

Game of checkers

Description




Successful
Joy
Reassuring





Surprising
Frustrating
Repetitive




Advancement
blocking
Back and forth





Cringy
Abrupt
Important




Loud
Chaotic

Tempo

Andantino

Moderato

Allegro
39.

“Enough”

Nails on a chalkboard for
attention

40.

“Save the
Whos”

Stereotype of a
kindergarten classroom

Moderato

Vivace
41.

SCENE U
“He’s Not
Wrong”

Parachute opening





Happiness
Satisfaction
Relief
Andante Moderato

42.

“What Now?” Curly fry in a box of
regular fries





Surprising
Confusing
Joyful
Moderato

43.

SCENE V
“Oh, the
Thinks”

Finishing a delicious
meal




Savory
Satisfying
Andantino
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Character Analysis
Character:


JoJo

Desire: JoJo wishes for people to accept him and his active imagination. This
proves difficult when his “Thinks” come to life. In “It’s Possible,” his musings are
interrupted by his parents when they cry:
MR. MAYOR. JoJo! The tub’s overflowed on the floor! The water is running right
under the door!
MRS. MAYOR. The ceiling is peeling! You’ve flooded the den! Oh, JoJo, I think
you’ve been thinking again! (Ahrens et al. 13)
Suddenly thrown into a world of his own creation, JoJo longs for a friend that can
accept him as he is but doesn’t get him in further trouble like the Cat.



Will: JoJo’s active imagination proves invaluable when he befriends Horton the
Elephant and saves his tiny planet with a big, powerful heard word. His “thinks”
get him in some trouble, but they also get him out as well.



Moral Stance: Ultimately, JoJo wants people, including his parents, to be happy.
He is obedient and listens to his parents. He uses his creative powers to bring
Horton and Gertrude together by thinking of an elephant bird, a creature they
would have to raise together.



Decorum: JoJo (as the Boy) tries to stand back and observe his creations, but he
is thrown into the story by the Cat. Suddenly being in trouble leads JoJo to feel
like an outcast, but his confidence is restored when he befriends Horton and then
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saves his world. He returns to a much wiser Boy at the end of the story as he and
the Cat ask:
CAT. And then, guess what happened?
CAT & JOJO. (to audience) Well, what do you think?! (32)


Summary Adjectives: Omnipotent, creative, friendly, smart

Character:


The Cat in the Hat

Desire: The Cat wants the Boy (JoJo) and the audience to unleash their
imaginations and “think” of new adventures.



Will: While the main “Thinker” is the Boy, the Cat also harnesses the power to
create the story. Standing outside and observing with the Boy is not enough; the
Cat throws the Boy into the story as the Mayors’ son JoJo, and also joins in by
playing a number of small supporting roles.



Moral Stance: The Cat is mischievous and fun-loving. He pushes the boundaries
of convention as he encourages JoJo throughout the story. This is most evident
in the beat titled “Trouble Maker:”
JOJO. You got me in trouble! Get out! Go away!
CAT. All right, I’ll be going. But first let me say… Oh, the Thinks you can think!
JOJO. Stop!
CAT. Oh, the Thinks you can think!
JOJO. Be quiet!
CAT. As you splash and you splish!
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JOJO. I’m not listening!
CAT. As you sit there and scrub,
JOJO. (humming)
CAT. Have a think in that tub, think of water… and fish!
JOJO. Fish? (11)


Decorum: The Cat is exceptionally fluid. He can play one role (say, Renee the
Beautician), then change to a new character (the Circus Barker) in an instant to
support the story. The Cat is both in and outside of the story, both narrating and
fulfilling character needs.



Summary Adjectives: Mischievous, a trickster, fluid, encouraging, fun

Character:


Horton the Elephant

Desire: Horton wishes to be a good, helpful friend and above all, to find a
companion who accepts him as he is. In the song “Alone in the Universe,” Horton
tells JoJo:
HORTON and JOJO. Well, someday soon, you will hear my plea
HORTON. One small voice in the universe
JOJO. One true friend in the universe
BOTH. Please believe in me… (14)



Will: Horton is very determined. When impossible tasks and dire predicaments
cross his path, he continues to do what he believes needs to be done. He shows
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his grit as he is (quite literally) dragged from situation to situation beyond his
control.


Moral Stance: Horton is loyal and responsible to a fault. Showing no regard for
how he is viewed or treated, Horton stands firm as he vows to protect the Whos
and later the egg. He is so focused on doing the right thing, he becomes an
outcast in the jungle animal society. He states, “They call me a lunatic. Ok, call
me a lunatic. If I stand on my own, so be it.” (13) This mindset proves
problematic when Gertrude tries to woo him and he doesn’t notice her or ask her
for assistance.



Decorum: Horton is an elephant. He’s larger than the other animals and moves
slowly. The other jungle animals assume this means he’s dumb, and Horton,
whether he believes that’s true or not, doesn’t correct them. He keeps levelheaded in most situations, except when his Who friends are in danger.



Summary Adjectives: Loyal, kind, determined, helpful, unwavering

Character:


Sour Kangaroo

Desire: Sour Kangaroo wants her position and the actions in the Jungle to stay
status quo, and doesn’t want the threat of new thoughts or actions happening
around her, especially by a fool of an elephant.



Will: Sour Kangaroo has a sharp tongue and is unafraid to say exactly what’s on
her mind. She belittles Horton as a way to make him comply, and when that
doesn’t work, she rallies the other bullies of the Jungle to laugh at him as well.
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Moral Stance: Sour Kangaroo values tradition and fights to keep tradition intact.
People who think differently than she does are obviously weak and wrong, yet
Sour Kangaroo doesn’t actually harm people. She’s all bark and no bite; when
the Wickershams steal the clover, she narrates the action rather than partaking.
The same is true when the Hunters take Horton. Near the end of the story, rather
than actually destroying the speck on the clover herself, the Sour Kangaroo takes
Horton to court to be brought to trial.



Decorum: Sour Kangaroo has a large personality and will burst into any scene
and make her presence known with a mighty HUMPF! She is a mother, which
makes her appear knowledgeable, though she lacks compassion for anything
outside her ken. Sour Kangaroo knows she presents as harsh, but doesn’t care:
SOUR KANGAROO. Maybe I’m nasty, maybe I’m cruel, but you’re the biggest
blame fool
YOUNG KANGAROO. In the Jungle of Nool (6)

She is not completely cruel, however. Once she is provided with proof of the Whos
existence from the mighty YOPP!, Sour Kangaroo has a change of heart and vows to
help protect the tiny planet.


Summary Adjectives: Traditional, loud, opinionated, mailable

Character:


Gertrude McFuzz

Desire: Gertrude fancies Horton, and wishes he would take notice of her as well.
She is convinced he doesn’t pay attention to her because she isn’t flashy looking.
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After all, “who’d notice a bird with a one feather tail?” (8) Gertrude sets her sights
on growing the biggest tail to impress Horton.


Will: Gertrude is very flexible and adaptable. She has no issue changing her
physical appearance to attract Horton’s attention. When that fails and she
realizes what she wanted the most actually hinders her, Gertrude changes her
plan and tries a new tactic to gain Horton’s affections. Gertrude is very strongwilled; once she sets her mind to something, nothing will stop her, as evident in
the song “All for You” as she tells of her trials to bring the clover back to Horton.



Moral Stance: Gertrude admires kindness and integrity. She professes this
during “Notice Me, Horton”: “I will not give up hope, I was hooked from the start,
when I noticed your kind and powerful heart” (20). Gertrude displays her
kindness and integrity as she crosses land and sea to help Horton and later
offers to help him raise the elephant bird.



Decorum: Gertrude presents as a shy little bird. She doesn’t stand out and isn’t
fond of her appearance. She physically changes to a flashy, long-tailed bird, yet
still remains timid and shy. Once she is noticed and accepted by Horton for her
acts of kindness rather than appearance, she becomes fierce as she defends
Horton in court.



Summary Adjectives: Timid, kind, loyal, adaptable

Character:


Mayzie La Bird

Desire: Mayzie wishes to live an easy, fun-filled life where all attention is on her,
yet no one inconveniences her. She had a grand fling with Tweet McFirth, but
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when he left her indisposed, she pawned the egg off on Horton to go galivanting
as she pleased. Mayzie will do anything (that’s easy) for her happiness, including
taking pills to become more fabulous looking.


Will: Mayzie is very charming and a smooth talker. She can manipulate her way
out of any situation, including motherhood. When Horton tried to give the egg
back to her at the circus, Mayzie turned the situation around: “Look at you! Who
would ever guess? Look at you! Such a big success… and it’s all thanks to me!”
(25).



Moral Stance: Mayzie is lazy and pleasure-seeking. She’ll do whatever takes the
least amount of work but brings the most enjoyment. She’s not heartless though;
while she obviously enjoyed the envious attention from Gertrude in “Amayzing
Mayzie,” she did share the source of the Pill-berry Bush pills with Gertrude so
she could look “amayzing” also.



Decorum: Mayzie is a beautiful bird with a big tail. She flirts and flaunts for
attention, and whines if she isn’t entertained.



Summary Adjectives: Lazy, charming, beautiful, care-free

Character:


Mr. and Mrs. Mayor

Desire: The Mayors both want safety and happiness for their town, including for
and from their son JoJo.



Will: The Mayors use their authority as mayor and parents to control their
environment. Mr. Mayor is the one who called out for help and acts as the
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ambassador for Who. Both want to be good parents JoJo loves but put their foot
down when his “thinks” get out of control:
MRS. MAYOR. We don’t mean to scold you. We love you, oh, yes dear. But
couldn’t you try thinking just a bit less, dear?
MR. MAYOR. Stop telling such outlandish tales.
MRS. MAYOR. Stop turning minnows into whales.
MR. MAYOR. Now take your bath and go to bed.
MRS. MAYOR. And think so normal thinks instead. (11)


Moral Stance: Both are loving, yet firm. JoJo should think normal thinks that don’t
cause trouble at school. Yet, when their world is in danger, and JoJo’s
imagination is what saves them, they regard him as a hero and swear to always
hear his thinks.



Decorum: Appearances are everything. JoJo should have good behavior to
uphold the image of a mayor’s son. Even in “Solla Sollew,” the Mayors dream of
what a picture of the perfect scenario would look like (26).



Summary Adjectives: Authoritative, firm, caring, upright
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Past Productions
Seussical, upon which Seussical Jr. is based, initially had a rocky start. After the
success of their show Ragtime, creative team Lynn Ahrens and Stephen Flaherty were
presented with the task to create a Dr. Seuss musical. Despite the producing company
Livent going bankrupt after the completion of the first draft, the team continued writing
and brought the script to a reading in the spring of 1999 (Ahrens and Flaherty 35). The
reading proved the show had potential, and in Summer 1999 Seussical the Musical was
brought to a workshop at the University of Toronto. The production was simple; utilizing
crude props and set pieces, “the strength of the workshop was its simplicity, its rougharound-the-edges charm, its intimacy” (35). Anticipating a successful run, corporate
powers hired numerous design consultants and numerous producers. The Broadway
show started previews in the Richard Rodgers Theatre in New York in October 2000
and officially opened in November 2000 (36).
The success of the Toronto workshop, combined with internet hype, led to high
hopes for the Broadway opening. Unfortunately, despite audience appreciation, the
critics hated the show. Linda Winer, chief theatre critic at Newsday newspaper in 2000,
reported, “There is little reason for anyone over age 10 to attend unless forced by a very
young child or paid to do so.” Michael Portantiere felt “Stephen Flaherty and Lynn
Ahrens… have tried to do far too much in what should have been one small musical.”
Somewhere, somehow, the simplicity of the Seussical workshop was lost in the
translation to Broadway, and the show closed six months later with an $11 million loss.
Despite being a flop in New York, Ahrens, Flaherty, and producer Ken Gentry
attempted a national tour. The team made some rewrites to the script to “keep it simple
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and theatrically imaginative” (Ahrens and Flaherty 36). The 2002 national tour was well
received, and in 2003 a second successful national tour was launched.
In 2004, Ahrens and Flaherty were approached by Jeff Church, the vicepresident of ASSITEJ/USA, the U.S. Center for the international association of
children’s theatres, to create a shorter version of Seussical for a new Theatre for Young
Audiences program (36). The creative team set out to make Seussical fit within the
parameters of a TYA production: only 70 minutes running time with no intermission and
a smaller number of players (36). To make this work, the team eliminated “several
subplots, including… the Butter Battle, the Whos Christmas pageant with the Grinch,
and the ‘Havin’ a Hunch’ sequence” (Jones). The simplified kid-friendly version was well
received; Ahrens has been quoted as saying “I think the show wants to be for kids”
(Robertson). The shortened version of Seussical the Musical toured in 2005.
Amateur rights to Seussical the Musical were released in 2004 and, inspired by
the reworks’ successes, were added to the Broadway Jr. show listing by Music Theatre
International. There are currently four versions of Seussical available: the full 2002
version, the Theatre for Young Audiences version, a 60-minute Seussical Jr. version,
and a 30-minute Seussical KIDS version for really young children (Robertson).
Seussical has been produced by hundreds of schools and community theatres and is in
the top three most licensed shows by Music Theatre International (“Show History”).
In all of my research of Seussical the Musical, one key theme keeps repeating
itself: this show is most successful when kept simple and imaginative.
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Playwright, Composer, Lyricist research and biography
In a partnership that has spanned nearly forty years, Lynn Ahrens and Stephen Flaherty
are an award-winning team that, according to their website, has been called “one of the
greatest songwriting teams in Broadway history” by the Chicago Tribune.
Born in September 1960 and raised in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, Stephen
Flaherty wrote the score for his first musical while he was still in high school (Rudetsky).
He would go on to double major in classical piano and composition at the University of
Cincinnati’s Conservatory of Music (Pressley). Lynn Ahrens was born in September
1948 and grew up in New York. She majored in English and journalism at Syracuse
University, and went on to begin her career in advertising. Some of her credits include
creating the Klondike Bar jingle and writing the music and lyrics to many of the classic
Schoolhouse Rock songs, such as “Interjections,” “Nouns,” and “Interplanet Janet”
(Rudetsky).
The pair met and wrote their first song together while attending the Lehman
Engel BMI (Broadcast Music, Inc.) Musical Theatre Workshop in 1983. Although the first
show they collaborated on, a musical adaptation of the comedy Bedazzled, never
received the rights to be performed, Ahrens and Flaherty continued working together
and in 1988, their musical farce Lucky Stiff premiered off-Broadway at Playwrights
Horizons in New York City (Gordon).
Lynn Ahrens and Stephen Flaherty boast an impressive fourteen collaborative
musical theatre pieces, including Once on This Island (1990), Ragtime (1998), and
Anastasia (2017). Ragtime earned the pair a Tony Award for Best Original Score in
1998, and two Drama Desk Awards in 1998 for Outstanding Music and Outstanding
Lyrics. Ahrens and Flaherty have also collaborated on music for film and television,
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including the film score for the animated film Anastasia (1997), which was nominated for
two Academy Awards (Best Song and Best Score) and two Golden Globes (Best Song)
(ahrensandflaherty.com).
A contributing factor to Lynn Ahrens and Stephen Flaherty’s success is their
willingness to revisit and adjust their material. As with Seussical, the pair will rewrite as
needed when there are new productions of their shows in the works. With Ragtime,
Ahrens said, “We rewrote [the song] ‘He Wanted to Say’ … about a hundred times
because I was never happy with that song… Now it’s really good” (Gordon). The ability
to tweak their work has led to successful revival runs of Once on This Island and
Ragtime on Broadway and brought Seussical back from its major flop premiere to its
boom in stock and amateur theatre.
Eric Idle (Monty Python series, Spamalot) briefly joined the collaboration team in
the early days of Seussical’s creation. He brought the role of Cat in the Hat to life at the
first reading in the spring of 1999 (Ahrens and Flaherty 35). Although he ultimately
stepped away from the project before the show went to Broadway in 2000, he is still
credited with the conception of the show.
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Student Learning Goals
With this being the first full production being done at my school, I feel that my goals are
numerous and large. Successfully meeting them has been and will continue to be a
challenge. While some of my goals may appear basic in nature, this project will be the
first public experience of a full-length piece outside of the classroom for many of my
students during this production.

School Goals


Establish an after-school drama club



Utilize the skills being taught in my elementary drama classes to create a full
production



Uncover the needs of our performance space and begin outfitting the space for
use



Build a cohesive team of teachers and staff for this and future productions

Cast Goals


Create and sustain physical and behavioral qualities of characters



Develop and demonstrate the ability to focus on story while on stage



Develop and demonstrate basic vocal techniques including articulation and
projection



Incorporate musical elements of singing and movement



Work collaboratively as an ensemble



Prioritize and fulfill acting responsibilities including, but not limited to, line
memorization and attending rehearsal and performance schedule
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Goals for Myself as Director


Direct my first large cast production



Utilize new skills learned during my time at Central Washington University,
specifically in the areas of lighting, sound, and set design



Communicate and collaborate with production staff and delegate as needed (i.e.,
moving away from one-woman show mentality)



Listen to self-care needs to maintain the energy needed to complete the needs of
this production, the culminating thesis project, and teaching duties through the
end of the school year
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Section 3: Post Production Materials
Production Journal
11/6/2021
I’ve hit a major celebration milestone, so I’ve decided this would be a good time
to start the Productional Journal: I’ve been officially approved by my district to do
Seussical, Jr. in the spring. It’s been quite a journey just getting to this point, but I feel
like I can actually start this thesis process.
My school is still very new, and we weren’t well established when COVID-19 hit
during our inaugural school year. Everything was put on hold the following year during
distance learning, so this year, our third school year, feels like this is our time to finally
get a real start. Third time’s a charm, right?
I’ve had the idea to do Seussical, Jr. for a couple summers now, and have been
in discussions with my principal about it for three months. Until yesterday, the word I’ve
gotten has been “I think it will work” or “it should be okay” - not exactly what you want to
hear when you’re staking a thesis project on it. I should probably note (since I have a
feeling this sentiment will come up more than once during this production): My principal
is extremely optimistic, but is excessively over-cautious and follows every rule to the T. I
enjoy working with her, but every little thing has to be checked and approved by the
district office before she will move forward. It’s a challenge to get most things done. This
week there was a moment of frustration when my principal said I might not be able to do
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Seussical, Jr. because of the McElligot’s Pool scene1, and the play had to be approved
by the Assistant Superintendent of Educational Services. It’s not her fault I wasn’t able
to apply for the rights from MTI until this week (their website has been down for
months), but being faced with potentially having to change either the show or the venue
at this stage in the game isn’t fun.
But this is supposed to be a celebration entry, right? The Assistant
Superintendent approved the play choice, understanding I can’t cut the one scene, and I
can finish applying for the rights. There’s still a lot of work ahead of me, both thesis and
the production itself, but this was a major hurdle.

1/7/2022
Last night was the very first meeting of the newly established Drama Club! I feel
like that was a huge goal just getting there.
I’ve never really covered auditions in my classes, so this first meeting was a type
of pre-audition: here’s what to expect, etc. I figure it’ll also weed out anyone maybe not
interested after all before I have auditions and consider casting them. I’ve already lost
one.
I’ve been a little obsessed with numbers this week. With this being the first drama
club ever at our school, I had no idea what kind of turn out I could expect. I had plenty of
kids express interest, but a good number had already made sports and dance schedule

the McElligot’s Pool scene (“It’s Possible”) is based off of McElligot’s Pool, one of the
six Dr. Seuss books no longer being published by Dr. Seuss Enterprises, due to “hurtful
and wrong” illustrations (Watts and Asmelash).
1
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commitments - that’s what our community offers. I’m sure if I can make this successful,
that could change. I feel a lot of pressure with this project - not just being my master’s
thesis, but building a program to last. Number-wise, I invited around 175 students to join
and had 31 slips turned in. The minimum to do this show is 20 before I have to get
creative with casting. The ideal situation is 25-30 (providing a nice ensemble), so right
now I’m doing well. Auditions are Tuesday. Fingers crossed!

1/12/2022
The joys of putting on a show during a pandemic.
This omicron variant really is contagious and is wreaking havoc with our
attendance numbers at school. I had 30 kids sign up for auditions, and 20 showed up. A
third are out sick. (Two didn’t have rides, but they still weren’t there) The ones that did
show were great, or at least showed promise, but I just don’t feel comfortable making
casting decisions with 1/3 missing. (The kids signed up and I had decided with such
young kids to cast everyone if I had less than 35 show up, summer youth theatre style.)
I’ve decided to hold make up (call back) auditions, but it’s really messed with my
rehearsal schedule.
My original schedule was tight, but it had the show perform before spring break
and state testing. Now, because of spring break, followed by Easter a week later, my
show has been pushed back by FOUR WEEKS! Uggghhh! I’m glad it happened early
on, and now I’ve gone from a tight 23 rehearsals to 30. Making that decision has felt
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really stressful, but it’s getting easier. Tomorrow I inform the parents we’ve gone from a
3-month commitment to a 4-month commitment. I wonder if I’ll still have 30 in the cast?

1/26/2022
The parent meeting went fine, and I didn’t lose any due to the 4-month schedule
change.
Second auditions went well, and I was able to cast the show. I’ve lost a few due
to disinterest, but I’m still looking at a cast of 30 (possibly 28 - I’m trying to resolve some
rumors).
Last night was interesting. I had the music all set for our read though, and then
the internet/technology failed, right in the middle of reading it. I tried limping it along in
front of nearly 30 rambunctious kids, but when all of my plans failed, I went to my last
resort: I sang it. Yes, I sang most of the cast recording using the performance tracks
while the kids followed along the best they could. Man, am I glad I know this show!
I have to admit, I am feeling overwhelmed. Setbacks, challenges, and oh yeah,
my day job of teaching all day are taking their toll. Add in my choreographer having to
quit, my new one home with potential COVID, and other things I’d rather not mention
here, and my eyes begin to cross whenever I try to organize my to-do list. This is not
easy. I’m trying to get in the habit of scribbling down thoughts. It’s not a normal habit of
mine, but I just have way too many plates spinning.
In other, better news, I practiced what I consider a little self-care over this past
weekend, and sat in front of my sewing machine for the first time in months. I decided to
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use a puppet for the baby kangaroo in the show, and rather than hunting for unicorns to
find the perfect puppet, I chose to make mine. I converted a solid plushie pattern into a
puppet pattern, so that was a fun challenge. He turned out really cute, and I feel like I
accomplished something!

1/27/2022
Well, I had a feeling it might be an issue, and it was. The scripts from MTI didn’t
work, and the kids were floundering tonight. For whatever reason, the kids’ scripts had
lines and music in one. I decided to give it a try using them since the kids all have
(should have?) a little sheet music reading skills under their belts because of the music
classes they take at our school. Upon further inspection, the sheet music had single
lines, then broke into multiple lines for multiple voices, and the kids were totally lost.
Even I was lost at times, and I’m well versed in reading music.
I ran and made copies of my script - the PDF of dialogue without music- that I
had been working off of for Section 2. We started our songs again, and HOLY COW,
what a difference. This weekend I’m making copies of the PDF script. I know from
Section 2 it is the exact same thing as the MTI script. I need my kids to be successful.
I also had a conversation tonight with my musical director (aka my husband). He
has years of experience directing kids’ musicals, so I’ve definitely been trying to let him
handle the music rehearsals. Tonight we discussed that not only do I know the kids
better that he ever will (because they’re my students), but I also know the music way
better than he does. He asked me to basically teach the music while he accompanies.
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I’ve assisted musically directing with him before in the past, so he knows I’m capable. I
feel really good about this talk, and maybe even a little relived that I won’t be stepping
on his toes. He and I are a great team and that’s why I brought him on board.

2/17/2022
How is this month more than half way over?!? We’ve finished music only
rehearsals and we start blocking/choreography on Tuesday. It feels weird to me to only
just now start blocking, but with so little dialogue in this show, the music had to be
knocked out first. I’m not sure I like how I set up the rehearsal schedule for music, and
I’m hoping I won’t pay for it later. My original thought was to start with the big ensemble
numbers first to give everyone something to work on, then work backwards from the
greatest amount of people to solos. The result has left me without seeing kids at
rehearsals for weeks (because if actors aren’t needed, they don’t come to rehearsal).
I’ve sent out tips and reminders on the Google Classroom, and seek them out during
the school day to remind them to listen to their music, but I know not all of them are. I
think my idea for music rehearsal would have worked if we had four rehearsals a week
instead of two, but I’ll definitely try something different next time with this two-day
schedule. Despite my reaching out, I’m pretty sure some of the kids are in for a rude
awakening!
I’m also running into an issue I predicted after auditions- whether due to a lack of
confidence or talent, I have many non-singers in this show. I really do think a lot of it is a
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confidence issue, but not in every circumstance. I’m having to ignore harmony parts and
just have a strong melody line. I also broke the ensemble into three parts for equitable
time on stage and fewer costume changes. I’ve learned though that the individual three
groups aren’t strong enough singers to carry the group on their own. I’ve realized
whether I have them on stage or singing in the pit, I really need the support of everyone
singing. That decision needs to be made this weekend.
But let me brag about a couple of my leads! My Horton and Gertrude are
amazing. They’ve been working so hard at learning their music, and are already asking
me for the performance tracks. They both know all the lyrics, most of the entrances, and
how to project. Cat and Kangaroo are coming along as well. I’m so proud of them.

3/16/2022
I took a slowdown, mental health day from work today. I needed today to
recharge and maybe work/move at a slower pace.
A lot has happened since my last entry (and how are we halfway through
March?). Probably my biggest gripe? Issue? Conundrum? Is that despite my best
dreams and efforts, this has really become a one-woman show, or at least it feels that
way. In the initial planning, I had a teacher with a theatre background for an assistant
director and another teacher with a dance background for choreography. Our school
counselor would help with sets, my husband would musically direct, and I’d take on
directing, costumes, and props. My AD had to drop for family business, and I picked up
Ms. Amber. She doesn’t have a theatre background, but is good with crowd control (she
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reminds me of a bulldog), so her job is less AD and more monitoring students not being
directly worked with. The biggest blow was losing my choreographer. I’ve always been
very open that dance/movement is not my strong suit. Ms. Amber teaches Zumba in
town after work, but I have definitely learned that doesn’t mean she can step in as a
choreographer. (Although don’t get me wrong, I’m learning she has creative strengths in
other areas!) So very suddenly, I have had to step into the role of creating and teaching
the choreography. This is challenging. And stressful. I’ve kept it very simple, hoping that
simple but well performed will come across as decent.
I still have my husband helping me musically direct, though a lot of it has fallen to
me because I know the music inside and out. I still have the counselor working on sets
(drops) while my husband and I repair the flats. I feel like I’m in a good place with
costumes (knee deep in tulle!), and props are coming along fine. I know I’m doing “ok;”
it’s just a lot. Add in fighting with kids to look at the materials outside of rehearsal,
fighting with kids to prioritize coming to rehearsal, struggling with admin to get my needs
met (I was literally in tears in her office yesterday), and my regular teaching job on top
of it all. It is just a LOT. I have ideas on how to make drama club work better next year,
but those changes aren’t available to me this year. So, I muscle through. My mantra is
“I’m too stubborn to fail.” Today isn’t a true day of rest, but I’m working at a slower pace
with a little peace and quiet.

3/31/2022
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Things are frustrating. I’m suddenly experiencing casting changes and praying
everything will turn out ok. My JoJo (V.) was having family troubles and had to step
away from the show. I’ve cast L. in the role. She’s a 4 th grader (V. is a 5th grader), but
very bright. I think she’ll pick it up. One of my Wickersham Brothers (J.) has moved to
the digital school after some serious behavior issues in school (although not in Drama
Club). He was still going to come back to campus after school to do Seussical, but I
found out right before rehearsal today that due to academic concerns, he won’t be
joining us. I quickly made the decision to recast R. in the role. I know she can handle it,
even at this late date. I’m pretty sure she has everyone’s part memorized.
The actor I’m really concerned about is my Mr. Mayor. He’s obviously going
through some things, and is taking it out on everyone around him, adult and student
alike. He’s in the regular class of mine during the day and I see it there, too. I’ve tried
contacting the parents, but can’t seem to get ahold of them. I exploded at him during
rehearsal today. I’m not proud of that, but he repeatedly did the opposite of what I asked
the group to do and I snapped. At dismissal he had a run in with Ms. Amber and backtalking in front of his adult. Now she’s demanding I kick him out of the show. As much
as I would love to, I have no one to step into that role. I am not comfortable recasting a
female presenting student in a male scripted role for this community and age group and
I can’t think of another male student I could pull in this late. They all have after-school
sports, or would be replacing one problem with another. I’ve even looked at the script to
see if I can combine the Mr. and Mrs. Mayor parts and have JoJo being raised by a
single mother. Even if that were legal (and I know, it’s not), it meses with rhyme
schemes, etc. and isn’t feasible. I am stuck.
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Next week is Spring Break. I’m hoping a week away (plus the episode in front of
the parent) will help S. to have a change of heart. I have a lot of work ahead of me the
coming week to get this show ready, so I’m going to leave it at ‘maybe he needs a
break.’ Fingers crossed!

4/16/2022
Less than two weeks to go and I’m feeling the crunch. I spent all of Spring Break
(minus half a day) working on either sewing or painting. Same thing with weekend. I
keep reflecting - didn’t I delegate? Didn’t I ask for help? I knew I was taking on a lot, but
this seems insane! The reflection answer is yes, I did have a team. Yes, I did delegate.
Members fell through, and those who’ve stayed don’t have the same level of investment
that I do in this project. So I’ve given due dates and nudges and small offers of
assistance (and honestly, with the caveat that I also have other things to be working on
- a little guilt goes far). I’m also giving myself honest pep talks. Not only is this my thesis
project so it feels like things need to be the best it can be, but I have the added
component that this is our first major show at the school, so I’m building from scratch
and running into challenges in real time. I’ve known this since the beginning (re: Section
1), so it’s honestly no surprise. Predicting the struggle and living the struggle are two
different things. I’ll be ok.
Thursday (two days ago) was the first day on the stage. Until now we’ve been
rehearsing in my classroom while we got set pieces ready. It was a bit challenging
because the MPR is also being shared by bus riding kids at dismissal. Well, my kids
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have to get used to an audience some time! Holy cow, were they excited. Rehearsal
was slow as we got used to the space, but overall, I thought it was a great rehearsal. I’m
a bit nervous for Tuesday’s rehearsal since we’re starting at the top of the show,
something we haven’t seen since before Spring Break. This group hasn’t been the best
at taking notes in their scripts, so it’s mostly physical memory. (This age group has a
hard enough time reading, let alone writing. I think note taking will be a skill I’ll have to
build in my classes.) I’m going to try making some slight adjustments to the set pieces,
plus utilize prop tables- lots to do.
Before I forget, let me give an update on S.- the wait it out trick seems to have
worked. There is a noticeable difference in his behavior. The week’s rest, plus a good
talking to by his adults seems to have worked. There is a noticeable difference in
behavior in him in my regular class during the day as well. S. has also been seeking me
out at different times in the day to discuss the show! Apparently, he found some
productions of Seussical (plural!) on YouTube and spent time watching them over
Spring Break. He’s asked about costumes, and confessed he’s nervous. That I can
work with. I praise him authentically whenever I can. I’m really hoping this new behavior
lasts. We have a long week ahead of us and no one needs the extra insanity!

4/22/2022
I’m going to struggle remaining professional as I write this, but I need to
document these last 24 hours.
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As of yesterday, with only six days until opening, I no longer have a light
operator. Since January I have counted on having Sean, the lighting guy from our local
community college, come and run our light system. I can’t for the life of me figure out
our light/ sound combo board (Si Performer 1) other than to turn it on and run lights
manually. I know, with enough time to fiddle around, Sean could figure the system out
and use it for our show. Then after the show, hopefully he could teach me how to use it.
Sean doesn’t work for my school district, so I needed to get him cleared as a volunteer.
My husband Ed (whom Sean used to work for, and who works different, more flexible
hours) spoke with my principal and got the paperwork for volunteering at a school. We
(Ed and I) paid for Sean’s TB test, etc. and when Ed turned everything into the District
office, we were informed the District wasn’t offering the volunteer class. A district official
told Ed Sean would be fine since he wasn’t actually working with the kids. This is what
we’ve been working with and counting on. Well. That’s not enough for my principal.
Sean isn’t marked as an “official cleared volunteer.” Despite an OK from a district
official, and years of experience in the field at a school the District is trying to partner
with, my principal saw fit to escort Sean off campus.
I am mortified and enraged. There is no Plan B and no one I know in our small
district with the ability to help, especially with six days to open. I’ve tried reaching out to
the District Superintendent and the Assistant Superintendent of Personnel Services to
plead my case, but they aren’t replying. No answer is an answer.
I spent hours going over lighting design with Sean. I can pull off a fraction of what
we planned, assuming I leave the kids unsupervised. They’re elementary kids - that’s
not going to work. This is so frustrating!
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Add in both Ms. Amber and Nate2 having family emergencies this week, meaning
I’m suddenly not sure I can rely on their help with supervision during the show, and the
counselor is not finished with painting the drops despite my urging not to wait until the
last minute.
I am exhausted. Angry. Worried. Stretched thin. All of the emotions. Tomorrow is
our tech rehearsal. And unexpected final dress rehearsal because I’m not permitted (by
my principal) to extend rehearsal by fifteen minutes on Tuesday to be able to run the full
show. Praying for miracles tomorrow.

4/23/22
Sitting here at the end of tech Saturday and I think it’s safe to say, it’s going to be
ok. Don’t get me wrong- I still don’t have Sean the lighting tech. I woke up still angry this
morning and would love to give the principal a piece of my mind. But I don’t have room
in my day or mind for stewing right now. I have a show that opens in four days.
I’m a little concerned about any CWU requirement for showing the elements
learned from my courses, so at this point I’ve set the lights to and warm + cool “white”
like Tina taught us. I’m going to try to bump the blue and the red (for pink) during the
show at those specific lines, but that’s about it. I can’t work lights manually on the fly
while simultaneously watching and helping the kids. The minimum is going to have to be
enough.

Nate is the teacher buddy originally set up to be my AD. He wasn’t able to commit to
AD after all, but was on board to make a cameo appearance in the show as the Grinch,
then supervise backstage during the show.
2
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But let’s talk about the rehearsal! I’m very proud to say it went exactly as I
planned/hoped. That was a fast paced four hours! We worked the circus scene mess,
then the first half of the show. I gave them a 20-minute food break, then we did our final
dress rehearsal. The first part of the day was rough- lines dropped, blocking fumbled,
the works. But just like I’ve witnessed many times in the shows I’ve been in, the theatre
magic takes over once you put on the costume and throw on the lights. The kids were
AMAZING! Even, no especially S. Not one line dropped, gave a believable
performance, the works. You wouldn’t know that this kid came *this* close to being
kicked out. The show isn’t perfect (will it ever truly be? No.), but we are in great shape.
We’ll use Tuesday’s rehearsal to go over notes, tweak stuff, and be set for Wednesday.
I have to talk about my costumes. Costumes are my “thing” and while I wanted it
to be simple because I knew I would be taking on that task alone, I had a very clear
picture of what I imagined and it was met. I’m tooting my own horn here, but I’m really
proud of what I accomplished with the costumes. Colorful, kid friendly - exactly what I
hoped for. The tulle skirts, the tie dye, and various head pieces really came together.

5/1/2022
It’s over, it’s done. Holy cow! I barely remember what it’s like having a free
moment to myself, but here we are. The show was Wednesday and Thursday, and I
took Friday off from work. I’ve been gentle with myself this weekend, using the time to
sleep, spend time in the garden, and visit family. I’m calling it a self-care weekend.
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I am so proud of how the show turned out and what I accomplished. Opening
night (Wednesday) was fine. It was an ok performance for the audience, but a lot of
mistakes were made backstage that left me frustrated. I can’t blame the kids though;
this was their first audience and they struggled with the pressure.
On Thursday I pulled them all into my class and gave them the storyteller/ keep
going pep talk. I worked with the Cat and the Things (stagehands) to remind them
exactly what/where they needed to be throughout the show since they made the most
mistakes. That refocus, pep talk, and more than a few prayers made all the difference Thursday’s show was amazing! Some mistakes were still made, but I’ve learned kids
get away with a lot of grace. The only one that concerns me is that my poor Sour
Kangaroo had a melt down because her family was in the audience and tried to refuse
to go on stage. I’ve never seen her act like that; she’s always very confident. She
missed her cue, so I reminded her of her line and gently pushed her on stage. I spoke to
her as soon as she came off stage, afraid I had traumatized her, but she was ok. We
talked it over, and she was able to go on with the rest of the show.
The show was high energy, the kids were having a great time, and the Cat and
the Things didn’t make any mistakes. The audience (including the District
Superintendent!) really enjoyed it.
The best part of this experience has been seeing the growth in my students.
Most of them say they can’t wait to do this again. My shyest student (L.) is in my regular
class this trimester and broke down in tears the first time I asked her to act for me. She
wore a mask at every rehearsal (something I’ve noticed the shyer students in the school
have learned to hide behind), and rarely sang along. The last couple of weeks I noticed
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she removed her mask while on stage and was singing along with the ensemble. She
has been much more open to acting in front of her classmates in the regular class.
Today she told me she hopes they have a drama club at the junior high school next
year so she can join. I almost broke into tears. That one student’s growth (along with the
other twenty-three students!) have made all of this worth it.
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Written Evaluation of Committee Chair

MA – Theatre Production
Thesis Production Response to Seussical: The Musical, directed by Amanda Will
Barstow Performing Arts School (Barstow, CA)
April 28, 2022 @ 5:30 pm
Project Committee Chair: Dr. Emily Rollie

Amanda Will directed and produced Barstow Fine Arts Academy’s production of
Seussical: The Musical for her culminating project in April 2022. It is perhaps important
to note that this production served as not only Amanda’s culminating project for her MA
Theatre Production but also the first drama performance the new fine arts school has
been able to have, due to COVID-19. Thus, it was a brave undertaking and offered
multiple levels of learning and creative application for both Amanda and her elementary
school students.
As I arrived at the venue, a shared auditorium/cafeteria/multipurpose space
centrally located on the Fine Arts Academy’s new campus, a line of eager family,
friends, and Fine Arts Academy teachers had assembled outside, and as we entered
the space, lined with chairs that would soon nearly all be filled, the audience members
seemed eager and excited. One family member seated nearby said to another, “We
should have gotten here at 4:30!” Certainly, the community was eager to see the
students’ work, and Amanda’s choice to produce Seussical: The Musical for this
particular arts community was wise, for despite some of the recent concerns about Dr
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Seuss himself, the piece offered a common, well-known entry point for the students and
families who attended as well as the students in the production.
As is expected and perhaps necessary when tackling a production that includes
such iconic and well-known stories and characters, Amanda and her team found ways
to both incorporate specifically some of the well-known elements and color aesthetics of
Seussian stories while also to employ their own creative design choices. As noted
previously, Amanda’s performance space is what some might lovingly call a
“gymnatorium” – a shared, multipurpose space with a stage but that also can be used
as a gathering space and cafeteria. While this shared nature of the space undoubtedly
impacts and influences design choices overall, Amanda found ways to establish a clear
sense of the Seussian world of the play as well as create flexible scenic elements that
accommodated the many different locations of the production and could allow for
sharing the space with other events. A series of black flats were used as a universal
backdrop and boasted meticulously drawn outlines of iconic Seuss characters. These
character sketches provided audience members of all ages clear and well-known visual
touchstones for the stories they would see embodied. In front of the basic backdrop, the
iconic Cat in the Hat hat was the lone object at center stage at the start, offering a
moment of visual intrigue and iconic connection as the audience entered and situated
themselves prior to the start of the performance. Throughout the production, Amanda
and her team cleverly utilized rehearsal blocks, with a different “location” painted on
each side (and thoughtfully labeled so students knew when to turn them to which side).
In this way, the blocks effectively offered a hand-drawn vision of the world in Seussian
style as well as provided the actors levels to play and stand on for visual interest and
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sightlines. Similarly, in another moment, Amanda also utilized fabric strips to symbolize
water and had student-actors in charge of that scenic device, thus offering more student
involvement creating the creative visual world of the play. In other moments, creative
yet simply constructed scenic elements rolled in and out – really capitalizing on
audience imagination while also capturing the same slightly off-kilter style and colorful
nature of the Seuss books. For instance, as Horton sat on the nest in the tree, the team
utilized a stack of blocks on a dolly, which ensured that the students could bring it in and
out themselves but yet offered visual interest via levels.
In costuming, Amanda’s skill and creativity particularly shone in this production.
Whereas many productions may utilize feather boas for the various bird characters,
including the growing tail for Gertrude McFuzz, Amanda used tulle for the bird tails,
which allowed for an array of colors and the same floating effect but not the “molting”
cascade of feathers normally accompanies feather boas. While the costumes were not
elaborate, in part due to the sheer number of student actors to costume on a nominal
budget, they did include creative, representative costume pieces that allowed students
to move freely and offered sense of world of the play and the character as depicted in
Seuss books.
The production relied heavily on these minimal yet creative scenic and costume
elements; presumably because of the shared, multipurpose nature of the performance
space, other design elements such as lights and sound were minimal and used primarily
in supporting roles, so to speak. There was some visual assistance by the
approximately two pipes of LED lights, and sound was aided by individual headset mics
worn by many of the key characters. While some actors might also have benefited from
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being mic-ed, the choices made for which actors were amplified were beneficial,
especially in some moments when a young performer’s adrenaline perhaps got the best
of them and prompted lines to more quickly than would have otherwise been audible
with just the speaking voice.
Throughout the production, it was clear that Amanda and her cast had been
diligent in building a sense of ensemble. Students clearly knew where they needed to
be on stage and when (which can be a feat with elementary age and new actors), and
many were also thinking about and incorporating some element of physical
characterization. Perhaps most endearing were moments when one actor might not
remember a moment of lines or blocking, and the rest of the ensemble quietly assisted
in supporting and encouraging them or even helping them get into place. Overall the
young actors were very invested in the production; they clearly shared a sense of
excitement about performing and were attentive to audience response. (One of the
Wickersham Brothers, for instance, was fully dedicated to their energetic, mischievous
character and in so doing clearly became the leader of the trio anytime they were on
stage.)
As is common with young actors, sometimes energy and exuberance got the
better of them, prompting some speedy lines and plot points; however, the actors knew
what they were saying and deeply invested, which meant that it didn’t take the audience
out of the story overall. A musical also adds another layer to young actors’ work, and
overall the ensemble were quite attentive to the music. In particular, the young actor
playing Horton got ahead of themselves on a few occasions, and in those moments,
had the poise to pause and clearly find the place in the music to get back on track. The
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students, especially those in key roles, seemed deeply invested in the show and
performance, bringing exuberance and energy to their roles. The Wickersham Brothers,
for instance, offered appropriately boisterous moments of physical energy, and the
moment between Mayzie and Horton at the nest offered a glimpse of the acting ability
these students have. Indeed, the student actors were strongest when they had clear,
specific actions to follow and pursue, and I would encourage Amanda to keep helping
them find active tactics to pursue, as that will also prepare them well for further training
and theatrical experiences. The students were clearly delighted to share their work for
their community and they joyfully reveled in the audience’s responses, all of which
bodes well for the further development of this new program and for interest in future
productions.
Directorially, Amanda found ways to balance the limited stage space. In many
moments, she seemed to have encouraged the actors to find specific “clumps” or
“groups” rather than simply standing in straight lines, and overall the students seemed
to adhere to and be attentive to those staging instructions. For a variety of reasons (the
sheer number of actors, the limited stage space, and arguably the beginning stages of
learning for the student-actors), there wasn’t a significant amount of movement patterns,
but Amanda and her creative team did effectively utilize “arm-ography” for large group
numbers, such as the Whos in Whoville, which offered moments of accessible, more
precise choreography and embodied rhythmic work for the students in the ensemble.
Because the production brings together so many Seussian storylines, the plot
itself tends to move quickly between locations, which translates to a need for clear
transitions in physical performance. It was evident that Amanda had not only considered
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those transitions but also clearly communicated the students’ jobs for each transition, as
each was smooth and completed by students, rather than adult backstage help. For
instance, in one moment, students “swam” fish puppets across the stage, and in others
the character role transitions were supported by students quickly donning what looked
like a PE scrimmage jersey or “pinny.”
Other notable moments and elements of the production included the
incorporation of preshow music played live by Amanda’s talented musician and partner,
Ed, who also assists and supports her work at the Barstow Fine Arts School. Ed offered
some jazzy, upbeat piano music directly prior to the start of the show, which veritably
offered a personal “invitation” to the production. Then, as the production began,
Amanda’s exuberant preshow welcome speech also included a gentle invitation to learn
and think about theatre “etiquette” and how to best support young student actors, which
especially for a new program in a new school seemed beneficial. In that welcome
speech, she also noted that the first three rows of audience members would have a
moment of involvement, a mention that seemed to excite and energize the young
people in the front rows as well was a wise way to entice them to perhaps also be
involved in productions when they are able.
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Self-evaluation
I was first introduced to Seussical during my undergrad years at the University of
Redlands. Though not familiar with the show at all, I had been called in as a member of
Sigma Alpha Iota, the music fraternity for women, to volunteer as an usher for the
Theatre Department’s spring musical. Admittedly, I wasn’t a huge fan of Dr. Seuss
growing up, but having nothing better to do on a Saturday night, I chose to stay and
watch the production. That Saturday night, I fell in love. I was intrigued by the
characters from many stories brought to life and woven together as if their stories had
always been that way. Since that first viewing, I have seen at least eight different
productions of the story in all types of venues with all types audiences, each with their
own flair and expression. When I realized my thesis project would most likely involve
elementary student actors, and would most likely be my first experience directing a big
show, I knew I wanted to join the ranks of Seussical productions. I felt, and still feel, the
Dr. Seuss stories woven together made the show accessible for kids, and my
knowledge of the show coming in would be a big help as I navigated this new venture.
The biggest non-artistic challenge I faced stemmed from the COVID-19
pandemic. The uncertainty of new protocols in the face of ever-changing variants and
the hesitancy of administration to commit for fear of having to cancel led to many
frustrating and tear-filled conversations. My students wore masks for the first half of
rehearsals, and I learned the masks had become a safety blanket of sorts: once they
removed the masks, many struggled with an added shyness we had to overcome. I had
always intended on performing on the MPR stage, but was informed early in the
process that I may need to consider how to move the show to our small outdoor “Greek
theatre” if the newest COVID protocols prohibited indoor gatherings. I was encouraged
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to block students with distance between them, though I admit I didn’t always keep that
in mind. Even my set and costume designs were impacted by COVID-19; the price of
lumber has sky-rocketed, so a simple set would have to work, and the best, kid-friendly
performance masks were researched. I tried to plan for each obstacle thrown my way,
but ultimately fell back on the mantra “that’s a future-me problem.”
Other non-artistic challenges came from working with inexperienced child actors
and adults, although that’s what sparked equal parts joy and frustration. My actors
ranged in age from 9 to 12 years old. I had a few that were unable to read and had
attention issues beyond typical adolescent behavior. For most of them, this was their
very first experience on the stage and every theatre basic (blocking, projecting, timing
cues, etc.) had to be taught. As I reflect back, I realize with pride how many picked up
and used the vocabulary and stage practices by the end of rehearsals. The memory of
teaching them to repeat “Thank you 10!” as time was called, and watching them
encourage each other to do the same still makes me chuckle.
Working with inexperienced adults proved more difficult. I definitely had a “Little
Red Hen” situation during this production. I had staff lined up as production crew at the
beginning of the school year, and others who claimed they wanted to help however they
could as well. When rehearsal time came though, many adults had to back out of their
commitments or were nowhere to be found. Due to pandemic volunteer restrictions, I
was unable to call on outside help from knowledgeable friends in the community. A lot
of the tasks fell onto my already full caseload, and grandiose dreams became simplified
versions. Looking back, some of the simplified measures taken for choreography and
blocking were probably best for my inexperienced actors. Teaching even basic
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choreography was a real stretch for me, and though it wasn’t perfect, I’m still proud of
the result.
The biggest artistic challenge I faced was creating a working venue for our show.
Our stage looks fancy to an untrained eye, but the more time spent working with it on
small plays and skits leading up to the spring musical, the more I learned the type of
work that needed to be done. The biggest problem comes from a high ceiling and no
side curtains; I’ve started referring to the stage as our giant diorama box. When the
main curtains are open, there is no hiding the side stage space, there is no backstage
for entrances, and the kids’ voices (especially when masked) are lost in the space.
I overcame this problem by utilizing the main curtain to shrink the proscenium
width and creating walls with set pieces I’ve come to call bi-folds: two sheets of plywood
off-set and connected with hinges that allow them to stand open, but also swing shut to
be easily moved. The bi-fold also has an L bracket attached on the back and a 20pound weight placed on top for added stability. While this arrangement did create a
back- and side-stage, it also led to some sight-line issues at the actor entrances.
Though I continually made adjustments to the walls to minimize the sight-line, I
ultimately realized the size of the audience space in the cafeteria was working against
me. I placed gaffer tape at the stage entrances and encouraged my actors to stay
behind the line out of sight.
Although masking requirements had been lifted by the time of performance, the
physical stage space still presented a sound problem. The choir microphones I loaned
to the school weren’t going to be enough to help hear actor voices. I convinced my
principal to purchase wireless lapel mics. Due to this unexpected expense, my budget
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only allowed enough for the lead characters to be mic’d. I taught my actors about
projecting and pit singing to assist the ensemble members. Many of the kids were
excited to help, although I’m sure they were happy not to get in trouble for singing along
when they were previously told not to!
If I were given the chance to do this experience over again, I would rethink the
rehearsal schedule and the after-school drama club model. I think my idea of inviting
kids to come only when scheduled worked against me at the beginning of rehearsals. I
didn’t want students sitting around if they weren’t needed; however, only meeting twice
a week after school meant there were times I didn’t see students for long periods
between rehearsals. I was already struggling to establish the commitment I needed from
my actors for the show and giving them permission to be absent didn’t help. I’m also not
convinced rehearsing after school is the best arrangement at this time. I lost many
students I thought would be involved with the show to after-school community sports
and dance teams. I believe I need to establish more of a program at the school before I
can attempt to vie for my students’ extra time. I have an extra period during my school
day that meets four times a week for thirty minutes called Enrichment and I’m thinking of
using that next year as “drama club.” I can add some flexible time after school for
students to help with technical elements to create “enrichment.”
I am very pleased with how all of the design elements came together. My goal
was to create something bright and colorful yet simple to focus on the idea of building a
story from a child’s imagination. I proudly say my biggest accomplishment was not
putting a single feather on stage! Though the story of Seussical focuses on bird feathers
at times, I was not willing to put messy feather boas in the hands of ten-year-olds. I
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gladly used gathering stitch techniques on tulle to create the illusion of fluffy bird tails. I
also used some of the tie dye tips learned in my costuming course to create simple, kidfriendly costumes. While I have costumed shows before, this was the first time I utilized
croquis designs, and it was exceptionally helpful in organizing my thoughts.
I’m also pleased with how I maneuvered the set design. Keeping things simple
worked for my concept, but also for my budget while starting a program from scratch. I
already possessed the stage cubes, and painting and rotating them to create new
places saved time and money on set pieces and flats. The drops were painted flat
sheets, and hanging them as removeable curtains really helped the “building”
component, as well as being cost-effective. The set pieces were made from the thinnest
plywood I could find, and attached to stage cubes with small moving dollies. This
allowed my child actors to be the stagehands, rather than calling in adults to help.
Finally, I credit my husband Ed with the idea of audience participation in creating a
“hundred-mile-wide” clover field. I had struggled with the idea of how to build that set in
a timely fashion and still give some illusion to the expanse I needed. His idea to have
the audience do the work for me played right into my director’s concept, and was really
fun!
Overall, I’m really pleased with this production. Mistakes were made along way
and it wasn’t perfect, yet most of those were growing pains. I knew there would be
challenges with starting a new program from scratch, and was met with more than I had
predicted. I keep reminding myself though, this is the last time it will be the first time.
I’ve grown a lot as a director and I’m excited to do more in the future. The best gift is
watching the growth in my students. Although all of them are students in my regular
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classes, the confidence they showed during those performances is something I’ve never
seen before. They are so proud of themselves, and I was able to see that confidence
carry over into the last few weeks of school. Many have already asked what next year
will bring and when will auditions be held. I’m happy to report my admin and colleagues
have asked the same. The groundwork for the program I dreamed of has begun.
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Please note: The cast photo was redacted due to FERPA concerns.
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